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The open braids of the Totaekuri River

Flawke's Bay
twits $ at\; is t *:';;q*e Kit *: hawkt:bad \, nth u line uniat! of species, habitats
Grid natural lectures.
Hawke's Bay is a special part of New Zealand with a It, :ae
variety of species, habitats and natural features,
Before humans settled here, almost the entire lowlands

and hill country of the region would have been covered
in dense forests, rich in birdlife. Clearance of vegetation
cover started with early Maori and continued with
the arrival of Fakeba leaving a legacy of almost total
modification of the natural ecosystems.
Forest dearance, wedand drainage, engineering of
waterways and redamation of coastal margins has
been necessary for the development of our cities and
the region. We are able to live safely and prosper in a
beautiful part of the world but development has had a
considerable impact on indigenous biodiversity.
Little remains of the onomal forests and other natural

habitats, like wetlands, have been greatly diminished and
modified. The mountain ranges in the west contain the
only sizeable remnants of natural vegetation. The rolling
hill country has a number of significant, although not
large, remnants, while further east on the plains, such
areas are small and scattered. Most of the fertile and
accessibleland has been converted to aoriculture and
horticulture.

Hawke's Bay's remaining biodiversity is stillvu!nerable
to a range of threats, particularly ongoing habitat loss
and modification of the landscape', invasive introduced
species predation', and urban development. iris often
difficult to attribute declines in biodiversity to spedfic
threats but it is recognised that the adverse impact

from one threat can be exacerbated by the effects of
other threats acting together, i. e. habitat fragmentation
combined with invasive species.
Despite extensive modification, Hawke's Bay contains a
great diversity of landscapes, habitats, plants, animals,
and areas of high natural and historic value. There
are areas in Flawke's Bay which support a diverse and
significant range of indigenous species and ecosystems
including the Kaweka Ranges, Lake Walkaremoana,
Pekapel<a Wetland, Whal{a}d Lagoon, AhuririEstuary,
Blowhard Bush, Cape Kidnappers Sanctuary and
Boundary Stream. Many of these sites are in very good
condition. Several endemic species which at. e nationally

threatened have remnant populations in the region,
These in dude the Hawke's Bay tree weta, kakabea}c,
POWellip}:anta in aungaharuru, and the shore plover.
I^

Commercial forests and farmland are also important to
regional biodiversity as these areas have wetlands, and
plantings for erosion, sediment control and riparian
protection. These areas highlight that economic and
covirorimentai endeavours can work together.
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Hawke's Bayis idealIy placed to be aleaderin the
restoration of native plants and animals on alatge scale.
Though the rich range of species that used to dominate
our region is greatly reduced and fragmented, nationally
significant fragments of land and wildlife remain.
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' For example. wetland modification aria drainage or estuary sedimentation
or'impacts as the result of poorly managed storm water discharges
'By dogs. cats. must of as aria h, dgel:ogs
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Biodiversity on pi^, ivate land
Like elsewhere in New Zealand, much of Howke's 80!'s lanolinn!
lore Grid threatened nanie oninersit^ is found on private lurid
Like elsewhere in New Zealand, much of Hawke's Bay's
remainina rare and threatened native biodiversity
is found on private land. Many habitat types and
spedes depend upon these remnants for their survival
Improviz:g biodiversity in Hat'1<e's Bay therefore relies
heavily on the support of private landowners - in both
rural and urban areas

--~~"~

~..

To achieve accelerated protection and restoration of
indigenous biodiversity on private land, it is vital that
biodiversity initiatives provide a supportive environment
for landowners to participate. This will be achieved,
in part, by ensuring the Strategy atId subsequent
implementation phases are focussed on the landowners
and their respective needs and aspirations
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The Heretaunga Plains offers a myriad of land
uses and also connect to essential habitat sites
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Forangahau's tidal sandflats offer both an
abundant food source and a breeding ground

Hawke's Bay
Biodiversity Invez^toyy

Native habitats

indigenous forest

In 2013, on usessment of what is 1<, 001n about

As with other fowland areas of New Zealand, Hawke's

broilv8iSitq in HmNke'S Bon v\!OS initiated.

Bay has lost a large proportion of its indigenous forests.

This exercise has brought together both our current

Indigenous forest in Hawke's Bay has been reduced to
23% of its original extent (Figure ,.), and half of the
forest types remaining are categorised as threatened.

detailed and highlevel understanding of the regions bio"
diversity from previous investigations. The inventory is
notintended for. the development of policy, buttt sets a
useful reference against which progress can be measured.
The Hawke's Bay Biodiversity Inventory ~ our current
state of know^dge - has summarised what we have got
and where it is, and helped to identify, areas of concern
and areas where biodiversity gains could be achieved.
The inventory is a living document.

While it has improved our biodiversity knowledge,
it has also identified significant knowledge gaps. For
example, little is known about marine biodiversity or
biodiversity on private land. Many smaller organisms
like invertebrates, lichen and bryophytes are not
well understood. These species are the foundation of
biological diversity and without them key ecological
processes such as soilformation, nutrient andwater
cycles, and food provision will not function.

Losses are much more extensive for forest t}pes which
occur in lowlands (such as kanikatea forest, once

extensive on alluvial plains), middle-}, ill countries (such
as rimu-tawa forest), and forest types occurt, rigin the
high*country outside of legal protection (Podocarp/

black/mountain beech forest). Less than 20% of original
extent of these forest types remains in the region.
SinaU remnants of threatened forest types are left but
are fragmented and prone to on-going t;iteat from
introduced animals and weeds.

Forest types that are relatively better preserved tend to

be at higher altitudes in the region, and the majority of
these are legally protected in reserves but are still under
constant pressure from introduced animals and weeds.

^
^

~".

Given these gapsinl<nowledge, it is essential that we

continue to wotk together so that themventoryis agood

4

guide to help to pyloricise where effortis most needed.
We would encourage landowners to participate in the

Major threats to

development of our knowledge of biodiversity through

inchoenous forest

sharing information about theirprojects. Effortsneedto
focus on both native }, abitats and native spedes.
Because of the size, scale andvariability of the cha^enge,
the foUowing section groups the main habitat types, and
describes the issues each of them face. This is followed by a
sectiot, oakey species in Hawke's Bay - and the threats to
them.

,

biodiversity:
. Vegetation dearance
. Uncontrolled grazing
animals

. Introduced pest
plants and animals

~,
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For more information

on biodiversity in
Hawke's Bay, look
at the Hawke's

Bay Biodiversity
Inventory:
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Figure 4: Indigenous cover before and after human arrival
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Plantation forests
Plantation forests can provide important habitat for
indigenous biodiversity and support a diverse range of

species, including rare and azz. eatened species, such
as karearea (New Zealand falcon), long"tailed bats and
native orchids. ritese spedes 11a\, e been shoran to use
plantation forests on a full-time basis. Other threatened

species in Hawke's Bay, such as kaka andl<ereru, often
use plantation forests to supplement food supplies but
remain tenant on adjacent natural forest. Frogs, bats, and

Plantation forests can also provide connections or
corridors between indigenous forests, and buffers from
adjacent non-forested land uses (photo below).
Forestry managers are increasingly working to protect
rare spedes within their forests, aided by a number
of initiatives led by various organisations, primarily
driven by independent certification of sustainable forest
management practices.

native invertebraces can also thrive in plantation forests.
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Plantation forestry buffering native
bush in southern Central Hawke's Bay
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70% of forest remnants, which are not in conservation estate, in Hawke's Bay at'e on private land, inOSrly in plantacion
forests and on farms. These areas contribute significantly to the range of spedes and ecosystems that make TIP the
region's biodiversity.
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Forms
The farming industry has been, and continues to be, a
cornerstone of the Hawke's Bay and national economies.
With the large proportion of remnant biodiversity
occurring on farms, it is essential that the aspirations of

Toad!!'s primerq industries are
willing and Gale to add biodiversity

rural communities and the objectives of this Strategy are

of 101\, ecological value indigenous vegetation' ("'scrub")

We recognise that land ownership is often
intergeneration at, These rural properties are
both the private businesses and the homes of the
farming community

that has regenerated on productive land.

This Strategy recognises:

complementary
This Strategy recognises the importance of ongoing control

Left uricontroUed, it can dominate some land and out-

compete pasture, rendering large areas of land nonproductive. This provides for the sustainable operation of
the farming industry
Many, landowners have made a considerable contribution
to biodiversity over generations, and have along
association with the management and custodianship
of land. Landowners often have excellent first-hand

knowledge of the flora and fauna on their properties valuable skills in supporting biodiversity initiatives.
Biodiversity benefits on farms can be seen in retired
forest blocks, pest control, and in the planting of trees
and shrubs for erosion control, ripaiian protection and
aesthetic reasons. Although these plantings may not
always be indigenous, they provide important habitats for
indigenous species,

coq is to their aspirations,

, The importance of primary industries to New

Zealand's economy and Hawke's Bays regional
community

. rite central role of the primary industries
in improving biodiversity in Hawke's Bay and

the importergce in gaining tlTeir voluntary
partidpation

, That the cost of biodiversity protection
and enhancement is high and ongoing and
so community support (both financial aria
non-financial) I^L, 11 need to be available for

biodiversity projects on private land
. Biodiversity education and support tools need
to be developed with and for landowners
, Support tools need to be accessible and

There ate many more opportunities to improve rural
biodiversity, particularly in the region'slowlarids, where
increasing the level of protection andrestorationis vital.
This is agreed by allparties as animportarLt at:aurgerLt goal

promoted at industry forums and events

Ecological monocultures are Do longer considered the most
productive farming environment, and the indiscriminate
removal of indigenous vegetation, incentivised by central
government, stopped decades ago. This Strategy envisages
a future where economic viabintyis maintained or
enhanced therefore allowing biodiversity development to
be integrated into the farming enterprise.

. There are existing regulations subject
to monitoring and review, (e. g. QEllAct,

' For example, inariuka and kanuka regrowth

Hawke's Bay protecting 10,000 hectares of native

PI

bush. There are further opportunities for more

to
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. Voluntary and willing partidpation is the
cornerstone for the Strategy and will be the key
to its success

Conservation Act, Reserves Act, Resource

Management Act, District Plans, Fishing
Regulations), with regards to protection of
biodiversity
. There are 252 qEll Trust covenants in the

covenants

^
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. While there are significant areas of existing
habitat worth protecting, there are also
significant opportunities for new habitat
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and technical) for private landowners seeking to
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protect and restore indigenous biodiversity on

Native bush regeneration (right of photo)

theirland will assist with the adjievement of the

on a retired section of farm

goals of the Strategy.
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Urnon
The restoration of urban ecosystems is increasingly
important to protect and enhance indigenous biodiversity
as well as to reconnect people to the environment.
We often think that richly diverse ecosystems are only
found in remote areas, bLit urban areas can and do

support biodiversity Althoughindigenousland cover
is low and fraomentatiozt is high within urbart centres,
indigenous cover increases rapidly out in the perl-urban
zone. In New Zealand, nearly three-quarters of all acutely
threatened land environments are represented within 20
Ion of urban centres.

Parks and reserves have an increasingly important role in
enhancing biodiversity in urban areas. Councils undertake
direct management of plant and animal pests in parks and
reserves providing both sanctuaries for native spedes in
urban areas and permanent ecological corridors.

Possum control on Napier Hill is one such success
story. The resulting reduction of possums has increased
native birdlife anatree health over a wide areabtinging
I\^despread benefits for Napier city. This programme has
been successfully extended since 2009 to Hardock North
surrounds, Hastings sent-urban areas and parts of Taradale.
People living in urban at'eas hat'e an important role to play
in improving Hawke's Bay's biodiversity. Planting trees
and shrubs - both native and exotic- helps provide shade,
shelter and food for wildlife.

Urban biodiversity prograntmes underwayin Bawl<e's
Bayindude HUB (Hawke's Bay Urban Biodiversity) urban
possum control, Karatr^it Enhancement, Wairoa Riverbank
Reserves, the Regional Parks Network (e. g. Pakow}tai,
Waitangi), Maraenui's Harekeke Waterway and the Taipo
Enhancement Scheme.

... \

Figure 5: Biodiversity and ecosystem services
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When biodiversity is lost, it is notjust the loss of spedes
of conservation value that is occurrir20 but also the loss

of organisms that can provide substantial benefits by
way of ecosystem services. The benefits are widespread
in duding commercial, The processes frequenrly
provided and affected by changes in biodiversity include
pollination, seed dispersal, climate regulation, carbon
seguestratio, ,, and agricultural pest and disease control.

Because biodiversity affects ecosystem processes such
as nutrient and water cyding, and soilformation and
retention, it significantly supports the production of
food, fibre, potable water, shelter, and medicines. The
number, abundance, and composition of spedes and
habitats strongly influences the provision of ecosystem
services and therefore human well-being.

I

,

Wallonds
Wetlands are biodiversity hot-spots for plants, birds and
fish, many of which are endangered. Some animalspedes
spend their entire life-cyde in wedands, while others rely
heavily on the habitat to feed, hide from predators, breed
and nest, or for spawning or nursery grounds.

Recognising the risks arising from wetlandloss, agencies,
conservation groups and landowners have worked
hard to protect and restore the wetlands which remain.

Restoration efforts include some of our larger wetlands
like Lake Vin:akalti, Whatuma and Pekapeka, as well as
maiTy smaller wetlands, Management has focused on
restoring hydrologicalprocesses (water levels and flows),

Wetlands also provide essential ecosystem services such
as flood protection, water storage, erosion control and
retention of nutrients and pollutants and are highly

weed and animal pest control, fencing, planting and at
some sites provision of recreation and education facitities
has been important,

effecti\re carbon sinks.

Historically drainage of wetlands was essential for
human settlement and development of productive
land. Unfortunately wetlands have frequently been
regarded as wastelands and were often used as rubbish
dumps. With only 2% remaining today, the focus is on
protecting and restoring wetlands, This does not have to
mean that productive land is lost, as often gratinois an
important management tool for weed control and habitat
biodiversity. Wading birds, for example, thrive in areas of
shallow water that have been grazed.

Despite the restoration work, wetlands around the
region are stiU under threat, particularly from dramaoe
and invasive plants and antn}als. Many of the remnant

wetlands are on private land and not protected or being
restored. while many landowners with wetlands on their
properties recognise the value and essential roles of

these areas, more workis needed and more community
assistance would help landowners with restoration and
protection efforts.

Pel, apeka wetlands befo^, e and after restorat:o21
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, Invasive plants
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. Introduced pest plants
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Most are on private land

providing opportunities to
enhance these unique areas
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Freshwater
Freshwater systems support a diverse mix of plants and
animals, all of which contribute to regional biodiversity
Fish, birds, invertebrates, algae, bacteria and fungi are all
key to the health of freshwater ecosystems.
Hawke's Bay's freshwater habitats, in dude rivers and
streams, freshwater wetlands, lakes, and lagoons.
Historically rare ecosystems associated with freshwater
environments exist as braided riverbeds, lake Inargiz, s,

unmodified system, while red indicates that the current
macroinvertebrate community composition is degraded.
Consistent with the pattern of indigenous forest loss, the
degree of change in the biological community is greater in
the region's rivers and streams running from the foothills
(of the main ranges) to the coast, than in those on the
mountain ranges.

The degradation of freshwater habitars from reduced

cushion bogs, ephemeral wetlands and taras. Aside

flows and contamination, as well as the effects of

from tarns, all are threatened habitats due to changes

introduced spedes and over-harvesting, has severely
restricted the distribution of many freshwater spedes
(particularly birds andinsects).

in hydrology, weeds, introduced animal pests, riverbed
management and land use activities.
Recreational activities are enhanced by healthy
freshwater biodiversity induding swimming, angling
(trout, tuna, whitebait, kahawai), boating, picnicking and
photography.
Unlike terrestrial habitats, where the degree of loss can
be measured by the quality of what remains, there are
limited measures to show biodiversity change in rivers
One available option is to look at macroinvertebrate
community composition - one of the best indicators of
river health. On the opposite page greenindicates that
the current macroinvertebrate community is reasonably
unchanged from what we would e?:pect to see in an

Freshwater habitats are vulnerable to nutrient

enrichment, sedimentation, algal blooms, changes in
flow and proliferations of invasive plantslike didyino and
bydrilla. We need to remain vigilant about the spread
of these pests. Hydrila - known as the world's worst
submerged weed - has been a major problem in Hawke's
Bay. It can restrict water navigation, displace and exclude
native vegetation, cause aeo>:ygenation of the water \\, ith
adverse impacts o:1 animal life, and affect nabinga kai
HydriUa also has significant economic impacts, blocking
intakes and affecting itfloation, drainage channels aria
power generatior*

Dingmo
Didyino is a freshwater diatom (a type of alga), It can attach itself to
stream, river analake beds by stalks, and can form a thick brownlayer
that smothers rocks, submerged plants and other materials. Didamo is
currently foundii\ over 1.50 South Island rivers, butts notin the North
Island. Under the BinsecurityAct 1993, the entire South Island is a
Controlled Area. This means people are legally obliged to prevent the
;^
*,
EC
-.

spreading of didyino. A 'Check, Clean, Dry' campaign aims to stop the
spread to the North Island, andis also being used to raise awareness of the

Major threats

need to prevent other aquatic weeds spreading.

to freshwater
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In 2008, bydrilla was nearly choking the life out of Lake Tatira, north
of Napier. A forum of community members with government and non-

government agencies looked at solutions. It was decided to introduce grass
carp to the lake in the hope that they would eradicate the weed, one of
their favourite foods. Within 5 years, the bydritla has almost completely

disappeared, This is a great example of people working together to solve
serious biodiversity problems.
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Figure 6: Change in the
macroitavertebz'ate community
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Ismoiies
Estuarine habitats form the interface between land and sea and as such are

unique, distinctive and d}, namic envii'oninents. They provide important
and diverse habitats supporting bird roosting, feeding andbreeding, fish
spawning and nursery grounds, and ecological services chat help to sustain
environmental quality and integrity.
Hawke's Bay has a variety of different estuaries, i. e. large tidal lagoons such
as the Potanoahau estuaiTr and river dominated estuaries like the Tukituki

estuary, as well as coastal wetlands. These are productive habitats, and play an
important role in water regulation and nutiient cyding. Healthy estuaries with

biological diversity also enhance a range of recreational activities including
ornithology, photography, swimming, kayakitig, sailing, and waka ama aria
provide for food-gathering of species such as cockles and flounder
Over recent years, alot of effort has gone into improving the estuarine
habitats in Hawke's Bay with many organisations, agencies and community
groups involved in restoration projects. In the Alluriri Estuary, weirs have

been installed to create more habitat for the rare bittern, whitebait spawning
sites have been fenced, and scrape"lake wetlands have been established (at the
Westshore Wildlife Reserve). Suitable native plants have been remitoduced
and there are tighter controls around activities and discharges into land and
water surrounding these areas.
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Despite these efforts, estuaries remain under enormous pressure. All of the
estuaries of Hawke's Bayt, aye beenlieavily modified and reduced in size
through drainage and flood protection work. They contizLue to be affected by
coastal development, introduced plant and animal species, sedimentation and
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run off from farms, urban and industrial areas.
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A1. amoana beach, Central Hawke's Bay

Dunes Grid the consul fringe
The inter-tidal coastline of Hawke's Bay contains two
predominant habitat types: the sand and gravelbeaches
of Hawke Bayitself; and the extensive rock and boulder
reefs south of Cape kidnappers aria around the Mahia
Peninsula.

in the inter-tidal zone, the highest diversity of species
is foundin reef areas. These reefs provide habitat for
a variety of algae and invertebrate spedes aria are
important feeding grounds for alarge number of wading
birds. Inter-tidal reefs are constantly under pressure from
the effects of soilrur!-off, trampling, seafood harvesting,
invasive species and reduced water quality. Hawke's Bay's

decade ago - many native spedes have returned such as
the New Zealand dotterel andlittle blue penguin which
are now again nesting in specially constructed boxes
along the beach. Plant spedes pingao and spinifex have
been re-established to replace and compete positively
I\, ith mat'rain grass to reinforce the dune slopes. The
return of native flora has improved habitats for native
lizards and invertebrate such as the katipo.
Other dune systems in Hawke's Bay are found along the
coast, including Rangaiika Beach where a restoration plan
similar to Ocean Beach's is underway.

sandy beaches are likely to be important breeding areas
for different spedes of shellfish. A major threat to these
ecosystems is vehicle traffic.
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Dunes in Hawke's Bay used to provide habitat for
tuatara, little blue penguin, rootrled petrel and New
Zealand dotterel, rare invertebrates such as the sand

. Introduced pesa
plants and animals

pingao, spiritfex, coptosma acerosa. Today, most dune
areas in the region are significantly altered, largely by
afforestation and conversion to pasture to increase

the region's productive capacity. Dune species are also
vulnerable to predators like dogs, cats, rabbits, mustends,

headehogs anatnvertebrates, stock, exotic weeds, and
rehide damage and disturbance.
The dunes at Ocean Beach are a good news story and a
lesson in what can be done with restoration. The Ocean

Beach dunes are in much better shape than they were a
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IVitijo! threats to coastal biodiversity:
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Kingfish

Marine
Up to 80% of New Zealand's indigenous species
are thought to occur in the marine environment,
approximately half of which are thought to be endemic
The seafloor of Hawke's Bay's near-shore marine
environment has high biodiversity values (starfish and
crustaceans) and contains invertebrate community
assemblages found nowhere elsein New Zealand. Areas
of cobble and pebble reef are important nursery areas for
many fish, in particular snapper.

Hawke's Bay's young geology, large number of rivers
and propensity for irregular but heavy rainfalls see the
marine environment subject to heavy sediment inputs.
Clearance of lowlai, a forest, the channelling of river beds,
and wetland drainage and modification has increased the
volume of sediments in coastal waters. The changes that
these sediments may have caused in the marine habitats
of Hawke's Bay are unkno\\in

Areas of shallow sub-tidal rock reef support diverse
algal, invertebrate and fish assemblages at Pania reef
and south of Cape 1<idnappers. The deeper Ladilan Ridge
south of Mahia supports a wide range of fish species that
are targeted by recreational and commercial fishermen'
Mahia Peninsula has a number of sub-tidal areas of

significant ecological value.
There are few official records of changes in the marine
habitat of Hawke's Bay although it is likely that these
habitats have been heavily influenced by sedimentation
and fishing activity,
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Whio inhabit Hawl<e"s Bay's fast flowing rivers but are vulnerable to predators
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Native species
srialls, kakabea!<, and native fish such as dwarf gala>das
and koaro. Further investigations need to be undertaken
to identify the most vulnerable spedes to priorieise work

There are a number of species that have been lost from the

region in duding 9 spedes of bird (e. g. ,Inbi or stitchbird,
orange-fronted parakeet), I. freshwater fish, 5 spedes of
reptile (e. g. , DuvauceTs gecko), 3.0 vascular plant species

programmes.

(e. g. , Hector's tree daisy) and all indigenous frogs. 70% of

Each spedes is under a range of pressures and the threats
vary but an are compromised by introduced animals such
as cats, possums, rats and stoats. Habitat clearance, as
noted in earlier sections is still a majorissue in Hawke's
Bay, and the impact on native species is significant.

reptiles, half of alibirds and vascular plants, and 40% of
freshwater fish are threatened or at-visit.

A number of threatened native spedes are foundit:I
Hawke's Bayinciuding whio (blue duck), AUStralasian
bittern, fond-tailed bat, small-scaled skink, POWeUip}Ianta

Figure 7: Approximately half of native species in ^lawke's Bay are threatened or at risk
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CASE STUDY ~ POUT!R! AO O TANE
the area and to provide a protected
location for trans!DCated bird species
,

I

*

\,*

*

to travel between. The areais now

I

.,

home to a number of threatened

"\\ A
It^, *,..,
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species in duding North Island brown

*

-

kiwi, ka!<a and k6kal<0.

Poutiri AO O Tane is a large-scale
collaborative restoration project
with Boundary Streamt Mainland
Island at its heart.
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A long term goal of the project is to
establish sustainable populations
of Cook's petrel on the Hawke's Bay
mainland. The Cook's petrel was
once common in Hawke's Bay with
millions of the birds flying from
their nests high in the mountain
taxiges to the coast to feed and
then returning on mass each night.
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Predators and habitat destruction

reduced their breeding areas to a few
isolated locations nation-wide. This

has resulted in wider biodiversity
dedine as the birds used to contribute

One aim of the Poutiri Ao o Tane
. ..
.,

, *.
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project is to boost native flora and
fauna not onlyin protected habitats

*

vast amounts of enriching marine

*.
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nutrients to the native bush on their
travels to and from the coast, Tile

and native bush, but also within
I

the agricultural, forestry and urban
landscape.
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Private land014.7z!ers are instrumental
,

to t}Ie success of PoutiriA0 6 Tane

t

demise of the Cook's petrel is a great
example of the Bow on effects of
biodiversity loss.
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through the retirement of farm land
SLUToundittg Boundary Stream for
habitat restoration. Wetlands, streams
. , . ... . ,
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and pockets of native bush unable
to be farmed are ideal to enhance

and encourage native wildlife back to

,
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Figure 8: Species extinction since bizman
settlement in Hawke'a Bay
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Biodiversity objectives
To ensure that Hunte's 80q's biodiversity is enhanced, haulthv Grid functioning,
broilveisit! winnies undertoken throughout the legion need to be aligned towards common cools.
The five keyhiodiversity objectives an begin with "we":
- We Sustain

. We Protect

. We Improve
. We Support, and
. We Conaborate

This reminds us that biodiversity gains layill not be met without human intervention and everybody working together
The first three objectives relate to the biodiversity we 11\, ant to protect ~ native species and native habitats - and ha\, e an
ultimate goal to achieve by 2050. The remaining objectives are related to the human aspects needed for biodiversity gains effective partnerships, community involvement and the integration of Maorivalues into biodiversity goals.

We will sustain, protect,
and improve native
habitats and the ecosystem
services they provide.

We will support
education, engagement,
care for the environment

ICaitiakitanga', and actively
connect out community

through biodiversity
programmes

Working together,
hawke'$ Boy's
biodiversity is
ethaneed, healthy
and twitioning

We Iru sustain, protect,
and improve populations
of native spedes,
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We wiU conchorate

effectiveIy, align
programmes and share
responsibilities to achieve
biodiversity outcomes.

We win recognise

indigenous biodiversity as
a taonga to be protected
for future generations.
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Improving native habitats and species
The mono of mule's 80q omanetsitu is dependent on the dominance of native habitats und riotive species.
Native habitats objective:
WE witL SUSTAIN, PRO^CT, AND IMPROVE NATIVE HABITATS AND THE :Gownt14 :"/ICES TH!Y PROWoi.
actet and walrusa of Hawke's Bay, Native habitat variety

The formaLion of ateclTnicalgt'o11pI\, IU assist lay;thidentiEying and prioritising both habitats and spedes.

pro\ddes a range of vital ecosystem services including XIuttiei:it and water cyding, soil formation and retention, and

protection and maintenance on private landindude colttri-

A variety of habitat types contribute to the natural char-

carbon seqliescration. This means that not only the most
winerab;e orleast represented habitat types need to be

protected and enhanced, but also that the less vulnerable
but equally important habitats which contribute to ecosystern ai\, exsity should be prioritised for enhancement.
An essential characteristic of sustainable regional biodiversity is connectivity andinteractions between habitats

via ecological corridors, and between habitat types, such
as between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. V\Ie need
to seek out opportunities to improve the connectivity
between habitats, for biodiversity and to enhance in auri.
A series of steps are needed to achieve the objective for
native habitats. The Biodiversity, Vision needs to be embraced by our community.
The most significant opportunities for enhancing native
habitats in Hawke's Bay are on private land, where 70%
of remaining native vegetation that is not in conservaLion estate is located. We need to increase awareness and

recognition amongstlandowners of the importance and
benefits of biodiversity to them and their business.

Many rural landowners already participate in biodiversity enhancement projects such the establishment of
covenants on their properties. However, there are more

opportunities available and alot more could be achieved
by improving landowner access to education resources and
>~
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"
re
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co
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support tools.

Improvements on private land have wider community
benefits, so iris important that the community gives lando1\, Ders both financial and technical support.

~.
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There are already a range of mechanisms available includ-

*.

ing restoratiozi grants, and covenants through agen-
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des such as HBRC, Doc, QEll National Trust and Nga
Wheniia Ranui - it is important that these are supported

and readily available to landowners IA, ming to undertake
biodiversity enhancement projects.
With landowner support, native habitats \\, hich are essential
to be maintained analorimproved for biodiversity gains can
be identified andprioxitised.

32

Other incentives that encourageindigenous biodiversity
buttons towaL. as fencing off areas, the purchase of plants,

water level management, pest control and rates relief.
V\Ihile allhabitat types contribute tobiodiversity, the SLrat-

egywi!Inot aim to protect everything, everywhere but win
seek a net overallbiodiversitygain. Antdentification andpriontisationprocess will occurin collaboration with allpatdes.
important axeas, such as rare habitats or those layith key
connectivity functions, need to be identified and prioritised to ensure their vital biodiversity roles are maintained.
Criteria for pyloricisation must be evidence-based, transparent, and takeinto account existing agency strategies,
objectives and criteria. These IArm be de\, eloped as part of
the Strategy's Implementation Plan. Priority areas are
likely to in dude IA. cutely or Chronically Threatened' areas
and 'Historically Rare Ecosystems' as defined by their rein-

nantindigenous vegetation, freshwater habitats, or coastal
environments, i. e. dune systems

Once key habitats have been identified and prioritised,
appropriate multi-agency project plans will be needed to
target resources to areas most in need. Project plans will
need to be developed in conjunction with partidpating
landowners and the tvider community.
Activities need to be coordinated with adequate resources
so that key habitats are effectiveIy managed, biodiversity
corridors are created and significant sites of threatened
indigenous biodiversity are protected.
With continued support from throughout the community,
we want to reduce the winerabitity of native habitats, see
a net increase in area of native habitat and biodiversity
across the region
Ultimately we want key habitats to be enhanced, healthy
and functioning by 2050.
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Figure 9: Local ecological networks
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Native species objective:
I^I; WitL SU:INN, PROTECT AND IMPROVE POPULATIONS 01 NATIVE SPECIES
As noted earlier, many species in Hawl<e's Bay are
threatened or at risk due to invasive pests and habitat
loss and fragmentation. While some species are
recovering well, others are very vulnerable. To determine
the spedes to focus efforts on, we need a process to
enable us to objectiveIyprioritise these.

the composition and integrity of an ecosystem.

There are many gaps in our knowledge of species, and
it would be a significant task to fully understand the
state of all species. Instead, the focus should be on a
smaller set of species such as threatened spedes, species
that are sensitive to spedfic pressures, spedes that are
representative of particularhabitat types, or culturalIy
important species. We canthese 'key spedes'

The development of project plans LtdU need to include
participating landowners, as areas of private land and

Key species need to be identified and prioritised for
protection. Key species are likely to include the North
Island brown kiwi, AUStralasian bittern, dwarf gala:das
and kakabeak, as well as functionally important
or Rangatira species. Although rangatira species
may not be threatened, they are vital to biodiversity
because of the ecosystem functions they provide such
as pollination and seed dispersal (e. g. , keyeru, native
pigeon) and as indicators of ecosystem health (e. g. ,
patiki, black flounder). All native species contribute to

Once the key spedes are identified and prioritised,
appropriate multi-agency management plans for
such things as habitat restoration, fencing and pest
control will be zzeeded so that efforts and resources are

coordinated towards agreed goals.

exotic forests provide valuable habitat for native species.
Native species do not confine themselves to indigenous
dominated ecosystems or original habitats. North Island

brov\, n kiwi, for example, for which Hawke's Bay is a
stronghold, not only thrive in indigenous forests but also
in zadiata pine forests
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Coordinated adaptive management of threats and
restoration actions will help to reach a position where
populations ate stabilised.
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Monitoring and review systems will check progress and
in the long term, with continued support the risk of
regional extinction of key spedes win be eliminated.
Ultimately we want populations of key species to be
er:hanced, healthy and functioning by 2050.
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What is zzeeded for

native habitats and species?

Actions and outputs

Landowners embrace the Strategy and \;ision

Adequate resourdng to promote the Strategy
to voluntary landowner participation'

Critetia for identifying and prioritising habitats and
spedes are developed

A technical group is formed to assist prioritisation

Key habitats and species are identified and prioritised for

Development of criteria fortdentifying and prioritising projects for
Itey habitats and species by the major stakeholders

improvement using robust criteria

Promotion of and accessibility to education and support tools for

Use of education and support tools, i. e. Biodiversity
Project 1'18ns, for greater coverage of biodiversity
enhancement schemes across the region

landowners

Coordination of work programmes between statutory agencies to

Statutory agendes (HBRC/ Doc/ F&G/ QEll/ Nga
Whenua Rahui) coordinate their work plans

ensure adequate resources to protect key native habitats and species*

Keyhabitats and spedes are enhanced, healthy and

Monitoring to ensure priority habitats and species are improving

functioning

Effective management of prioitty habitats and spedcs
Continued support for Biodiversity programmes through to 2050
and beyond

2. To be developed as part of Implementation Plan. a. To be developed by Accord Partners
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Native species ~ objective time line
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Te Matau a Maui - the 'fish hook of Malli' at Cape Kidnappers

13:2t:eg:"'atitzg Maori values
Maori values objective:
I^\!; WILL RECOGNISE INDIGENOUS BIODIVERSITY As A TAGNGA To BE PROTECTED FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
Hawke's Bay's mana depends on thriving
indigenous biodiversity,
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Human activities have affected biodiversity to the
point that the original state of balance and mainri
(the binding force between physical and the spiritual
environments) has been disrupted. To enhaztce manyi
and restore mana we need to target the protection
and restoration of taoi, ga (highly valued species) and
significant biodiversity sites through incorporation of
Te AO Maori (the Maori worldview) into biodiversity
management programmes and plans,
M^tauta, ,ga Maori (cultural;<nowledge) in dudes
valuable tools to assist in biodiversity enhancement.
Management tools such as ranui and tapu (temporary
ban) help protect taonga and sites of biodiversity
significance to be maintained for future generations.
Traditionally, when food sources were threatened
because of environmental change, 23atural calamities or
over-use by mankind, Tabui was used to allow the food
sources to replenish.
These Maori management tools can also be used to
help biodiversity. For example, Tabuit, as been used
to protect nesting banded dotterels by prohibiting
vehides, dogs and horses on beaches, The fragile nests,
often situated on sand and gravel, are very difficult to
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see and pedestrians are asked to stay off the beach or
only walk below the high tideline. With the imposition
of a talltii, and a predator control programme supported
and implemented by local volunteer groups, banded
dotterels face a far more certain future.

The purpose of tools like Tabui and tapuis to maintain
the relationship between the needs of humankind and
the ability of te taiao (the environment) to provide.
Tangata whenua aspirations mallde the ability to apply
custoniary practises, customary use and M^tautariga
Maoritoward sustaining relationships with traditional
areas and inchinga kai. It is vital that tino rangatiratanga
and ICaitia!<i roles are able to be fulfilled.

Biodiversity programmes and plans need to incorporate
the prtnciples of the Treaty of Waitangi and to improve
opportunities for Maori to contribute to biodiversity
decision-making. There are a range of indigenous
statutory protections andiegal obligations aimed at
ensuring tangata whenua biodiversity aspirations are

safeguard the relationship of Maori and their culture and
traditions with their ancestral lands, warer, sites, wabi

tapit, valued flora and fauna and other taonga.
Matauranga Maori remains relevant in modern
tintes, although the use or effectiveness of traditional
sustainability measures varies depending on the
availability of that 1<nowledge or access to cultural
resources. Determining how cultural values, customary
practises and tangata whenuabiodiversity aspirations
are met can be developed within the scope of a cultural
framework

A cultural framework will ensure that tangata wheat!a
indigenous cultural values sit alongside biodiversity
values complemented by current legislation. This will
assist in the appropitate application of solutions to
indigenous challenges of ad\, DCacy, management, use,
protection and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity,

met. The Resource Management Act 1.99, . aims to
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What is needed to integrate M^on values?

Actions and outpi, .ts

Taonga and significant biodiversity sites are identified using
local knowledge and prioritised for management

Identification and prioritisation of taonga and
significant biodiversity sites using local knowledge

Indigenous biodiversity is enhanced through Maori
inariaoement tools such as tabui and tapu

Development of guidance for using Matauranga
Maori tools in a biodiversity context

Enhance manyi and restore inaria by enhancing, improving
and sustaining taonga and significant biodiversity sites

Targetted biodiversity programmes and plans aimed
at the protection and restoration of CaOnga and
significant biodiversity sites

Customary use is recognised and supported and tangata
whenua aspirations are met

Integration of the principles of the Treaty of
Waitangi and tangata whenua aspirations into
biodiversity programmes and plans

Improved understanding of indigenous statutory protections
and legal obligations

Recognition of indigenous statutory protections
and upholding of legal obligations by agencies
involved in biodiversity programmes

Improved understanding of Te AO Maori and davity when

Development of a cultural frameworl< to inform
on customary use, Maoriznat:agearient practices
andindiger!ous statutory protections and legal
obligations.
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defining cultural content
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Nelson Parl< School students at a community planting day
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Partnerships & community
The mono of Hunts's coq triad tveisltq is dependent on effective partnerships Grid on ochrelq enqo!an
communing. It is important that responsibility und pine for Hunts's 80!'s broth\!eat! is stilled by oil, with
widespread support monomersitu pinus Grid projects.
Partnerships objective:
WE MUGOltABORATE EFFECTIVEIY AUGilPROGRAiviMES}*110 SIIAR^ RESPONSElllTIES
To ACHi!vE BIODIVERSITY OUTCOMES.
Although there are a range of agencies, organisations,
individuals and community groups undertaking
biodiversity projects, integration and coordination
between them is frequently lacking. This can result in
metficiencies and missed opportunities for sharing
knowledge and experiences and for better alignment of
effort and resources.

Improved biodiversity outcomes will require better
coordinated planning of biodiversity projects, and
everybody working together towards common goals.
This has already started with multiple 1<ey agendes
involved in biodiversity in Hawke's Bay working closely
together co develop this Strategy. Opportunities to work
more efficiently are being explored and the alignment
of priorities and resources is being investigated. This
Strategyis one of the first outputs of o1/1. initiative and
the first step towards achieving the biodiversity vision,
In order to achieve effective collaboration, alignment and
share responsibilities the key agencies and their partners

will need co work differently. The strategy proposes a way
and a structure that would enable this to occur.

The Biodiversity Accord will be animportant platform
that allows a visible and tangible commitment from
agencies and groups to commit to the strategy vision at
a level that is appropriate for theirinterests. These will
become our Biodiversity Strategy Accord Partners.

I^
P,
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Accord Partners \\dU develop an Implementation Plan
for the Strategy. This implementation plan layillinform
the priorities and direction of resources and lullbe the
process that brings together the various agendes and
groups already doing biodiversity work to align and
coordinate their work to achieve the better biodiversity
outcomes that this strategy seeks to achieve.
The formation of a Biodiversity Forum will be the vehicle
that brings together the broad community interest in
biodiversity and allows grass roots input to the future
refinement of the Strategy and to review progress
towards achieving the Strategy's vision and objectives.
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Finally a Biodiversity Trust will be formed from the
Accord Partners to secure new funding for the region's
biodiversity efforts. This Trust will not assume a role that
usurps the siCnificar*t and important worl< that existing

groups who are working in this space are achieving but
win belooking at 'blue sky' opportunities and to lift the
level of funding coming into the region for biodiversity
work that is aligned to the Strategy's objectives.

What is needed to

improve partnerships?

Actions and o12tpi, ts

Key agencies and industry leaders who
align TVit}I the strategy are identified

Signing of the Hawke's Bay Biodiversity Accord In 20.5, by key
agencies and industry leaders committed to the Strategy

Linkages betv^, eer: biodiversity programmes
are identified and an integrated
implementation plan developed

Development of an Implementation Plan by Accord partners
Use of the Implementation Plan to better coordinate and promote
programmes and resources tomcrease voluntary participation in
biodiversity enhancement schemes
Establishment in 2015, of a Biodiversity Forum so the community can
monitor progress and contribute to biodiversity outcomes.

People share responsibility and work
together in effective partnerships

In 201.5, a Biodiversity Forumis established so the community can
monitor progress and contribute to biodiversity outcomes

Biodiversity improvements are provided
for in agency planning documents

As agency strategies and plans are reviewed and updated, they seek
to align with the Strategy's objectives

Adequate yesotirdng to achieve improved
biodiversity outcomes

In 201.5, a Biodiversity Trust is established ro secure new funding
and to resource activities.

Community objective:
WE Wilt SUPPORT EDUCATION, ENGAGEMENT, CARE FORTHE ENVIRONMENT 'KAITIAKiTANGA, AND ACTIVEU CONNECT
OUR COMMUNITYTliROUGH BIODIVERSITY FROGRAilME:.
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Biodiversity is central to the unique natural character
of our region, Many groups andindividuals are actively
worldng towards biodiversity-related outcomes, however
we've identified that a coordinated approach will return
faster results and wider benefits to Hawke's Bay.
Ultimately, the only way to improve our natural
environment is through focusing our best resource - our
people - on doing things that help. This segment of the
Strategy advocates for the formation of a Biodiversity
Forum to connect people to programmes and acti\rtties,
to encourage and support actions aria to share and
celebrate successes. The Forum's focus witl be both on

short-term actions, the 'low-hanging fruit' and initiatives
that build greater biodiversity realience over time.
A representative biodiversity brand for Hawke's Bay has
been developed to nurture and embody the role of our
people in groups, education, events, planting and weeding, restoration, composting, recychng, clean-ups, volun-

38

teer feeding, trapping and bait checks, and bequests.
The Biodiversity Forum will draw together into a single
body the projects, programmes and resources, groups,
actions alla events. This TATill help to display not only the
scale of work over big stretches of Hawke's Bay's landSEape - such as the Cape to City project - but also the
contributions of individual, often small, groups and the
value of day-to-day actions such as recyding, picking up
rubbish, composting analor keeping bird feed plants in
the garden. Every small action has a role to play in building backyard and broader scale biodiversity. A healthy,
functioning natural environment adds considerably to
community wellbeing - noting the pleasure people have
in seeing and hearing native birds in their neighbourhoods. The people who live in and visit this region are
here enjoy many activities in the environment . to tramp,
camp, walk, enjoy, learn about plants, taunt and fish,
watch birds, weave and carve
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A community planting day at Karewarewa Stream, Mangaroa
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What is needed to engage
the community?
Our community embraces the vision
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Actions and o, ztp, zts
Promotion of the Strategy throughout the region and to specific
interest groups.

Maintain sources of funding, resources and tools
A stod: take of biodiversity actions

Identify a matti>, of biodiversity actions as agreed in the strategy
and adopted by Biodiversity Accord members in 201.5

Recognition that economic success allows for
biodiversity action

Economic viahintyis a primary consideration and biodiversity
protection and enhancement is planned

Gaps in biodiversity education are identified
and appropriate solutions are prioritised

Evaluation of the value of biodiversity education programmes,
with a particular focus on landowners, and identify gaps and
funding sources for resources and tools

People can collaborate with each other to

Maximise activities and focus resources through a Biodiversity

improve outputs and outcomes

Accord, Forum and targeted events
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The resources of individual groups are better
coordinated to support community biodiversity
projects

Plan for work and new opportunities for community engagement
through improved collaboration and communication tools in an
implementation plan
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People feel connected to nature, that they are
making a difference, recognise the value of
biodiversity and understand theirimpact on it

Increase community ownership of biodiversity gains through
voluntary actions and measure tilts through the number and

Landowners are confident to partidpate

Create an environment that welcomes Tat}downets to participate,
and respects their rights andinterests over theirlarid.

membership of biodiversity progi. ammes and groups
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Glossary
Biodiversity: the vanability amongliving organisms,
and the ecological complexes of which they are a part,
including diversity within spedes, between spedes, and
of ecosystems.
Biodiversity loss Dr. aedine: where a natural site has
been degraded, modified ortemovedfor the purpose
of social, economic or cultural gain, or through natural
changes.

Climate change: the change in climate of New Zealand
on the scale of years, decades, centuries andlonger
periods of time.
Convention on Biological Diversity: an international
agreement on biological diversity that came into force in
December ,. 993. The objectives of the Convention are: the
conservation of biolooical diversity; the sustainable use of
its components; and the fair and eq{Utahle sharing of the
benefits arising out of the use of genetic resources.

introduced to the country
Invertebrate: small animals v\, itho\It backbones.

Includes wottns, monuscs, crustaceans and insectlarvae.

Ita Tangata: the human aspect.
Rattiaki: a person who is active in the guardianship
of the in auri of ecosystems
Ratt:antanga: active protection and enhancement of
the in auri of ecosystems.
Macroir, vertebrate Community Index (MCI):
an index commonly used to assess stream healt}I: MCI
qnantifies stream condition with a single number.
Mahingal<at: tile customary gathering of food and
natural materials and the places where those resources
are gathered
Maria: authority associated 14, ith the energies of the
natural world and people; linked to in auri; can belost,

CDProsma acerosa: sprawling coastal plant with wity
orange branches and small green leaves.

diminished or restored.

Cushion bog: wetlands with cushion-forming
angiosperms (flowering plant group).

Taiao.

Ecosystem: any system of interacting terrestrial Can a)
analor aquatic (water) organisms within their natural and
physical environment
Ecosystem services: the interactions between
organisms and the physical environment, such as in
nutrient cycling, soil development and water budgeting.
^,, demic species: an indigenous species which breeds
only within a specified region or locality and is unique
to that area. New Zealand endemic species in dude birds
that only breed here, but which may disperse to other
countries in the non-breeding season or as sub-adults.
Habitat: an area with the appropriate combination of
resources - such as, food, water, nesting sites, shelter and environmental conditions - such as, temperature,
humidity or shade - for the survival of a species.
Healthy ecosystem: an ecosystem which is stable and
sustainable, maintaining its organisation and autonomy

Mata, Iranga Maori: Maori knowledge regarding Te
Mauri: the energy or binding force between physical and
the spintua! environments.
Nga whenua railui: a contestable Ministerial fund
established to facilitate the voluntary protection of
indiaez>ous ecosystems on Maori-D/A, nedland.
110a: lifting of restriction
Ornithology: the study of birds.
OECD: countries who are part of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development forum.
Papatuar, ukit: earth mother
Pingao: grass-like plant, 30-90 cm tail, from the sedge
family, found on active sand dunes.
Rahui: temporary restriction of use or access to a
resource or place.

PI

Rangatira: a person of standing within the Maori
community respected for their 1<nowledge, skills and
wisdom.

Invasive species: an animal pest or weed that can
adversely at;'ect indigenous species and ecosystems by
altering genetic variation I^\, ithiz, spedes, Dr affecting
the survival of species, or the quality or sustainabihty of

>:..
CD

.
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over time and its resilience to stress.

Indigenous speciee: a plant or animal spedes which
occurs natut'ally in New Zealand. A synonym is 'native'.

I=

Rangatira species: critical species for the ecosystem
functions they provide such as pollination and seed
dispersal.
Rangi, ,at: sky, father.
Sedimentation: the process of sediment deposition by
tvind or water, particularly in river, lake or coastal/marine
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environments.

natural communities. In New Zealand, invasive animal

pests or weeds are almost always species that have been
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Glossary (cont)

I;;liarthe^, a!, eading

Species: a group of organisms capable of interbreeding
freely with each other but not with members of other

Brake, L. and R, Peart (2013). Treasuring out
biodiversity. AllEDS guide to the protection of New
Zealand's indigenous habitats and species. Auckland,
New Zealand, Environmental Defence Sodety,

species.

Spiritfex: a perennial coasral plant in the grass family
One of the most common plants that grow in sand dunes
along the coast of New Zealand.

Tangata whentxa: people of the land
Tao, ,ga: treasures, valued resources, both tangible and
intangible
Tapir: sacred, prohibited or restricted
Tara: a small mountain lake.
re AC Maori: the Maori worldview

Department of Conservation aria
Ministry for the Environment, (2000) The New
Zealand Biodiversity Strategy: Our chance to turn the
tide, Whakal<0-hu!<ih\Ikitia Te Tai ROToku Ki Te Tai

Dranga, Department of Conservation and Ministry for
the Environment, Wellington.
Grant, P. J. (1996). Hawke's Bay Forest of Yesterday*
54 Greenwood Rd, Havelock North, Hawke's Bay, New
Zealand, Patrick J. Grant,

Te Taiao: the environment

'!:byeatened species: all species determined to be
dassified by the New Zealand Threat Classification
System as Nationally Critical, Nationally Vulnerable, or
Nationally Endangered in the 'Threatened' category and
all species determined to be classified as Dedining, Relict,
or Recovering categories of the IA. t Risk category
7'ino Rangatiratatiga: self-determination.
Vascular plants: in dude ferns, flowering plants and
trees, but do not in dude mosses andliverworts.

Vertebrate: animal with bacl<bone; amphibians, reptiles,
birds, mammals and fish.

Wabi Tap, L: sacred place.
Waitua: spiritual dimension.

Green, W. , and Clarkson, B. , (2005) Turning the
tide? A review of the first five years of the New Zealand
Biodiversity Strategy, The SynrlTesis Report submitted
to the Biodiversity Chief Executives in November 2005,
Welling ton.
Hashiba, K. , Wade, 0. , and liesketh, W. (201.4)
Hawke's Bay Biodiversity In\, entory: Current state of
knowledge. HBRC Report No. RMI. 3123 ~ 4554.
MflB and Doc (2007). Protecting our Places Information about the Statement of National Priorities

fin, Protecting Rare and Threatened Biodiversity on
Private Land. Wenibgton, Ministry for the Environment
Ministry for the Environment, 2007, Environment
New Zealand 2007, Ministry for the Environment,
Wellington.
Ogaitedliatiotis, (1992) Convention o11 Biological
Diversity, available at: http://Ify, I\, w. chaint/convention/
texd

Walker, S, , E. C:eraad, P. Grove, 1<, Lloyd, S, Myers,
T. Park and T. Porteous (2007). Guide for users of the

>~
at

Threatened Environment Classification Vet 1.1. Funded

"
.,;

re
~

by a Foundation for Research, Science & Technology

-.

co
>

Envirolink Tools Grant, Landcare Research*

,

~,

World Wildlife Fund (201.2) Beyond Rio: New Zealand's
environmental record since the original earth summit,
World Wildlife Fund for Nature, Welling ton.
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NB: Te reo Maori definitions here are associated with environmental interpretationE
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This strategy was developed collaborative!y with the following agencies:

,

Ministry for Primary Industries
Mariat, Allu Matuu
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SUBMISSION To THE CHBDC LONG TERM PLAN 2018-28
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Gren Christ re
341 Racecourse RD
RDZ

Waipukurau
Ph 8586587

Ask people what they want and they will ask for the world.
Tell them they have to pay for it and many will settle for a sandpit.
I think we are seeing some of this play out with the reaction to proposed rate
increases to fund the wish list from the Thrive consultation.

I think this fresh approach to consultation has value and the council should be
congratulated for this.
As for the long Term Plan, I support necessary infrastructure upgrades to failing
systems but expansion of that infrastructure needs to be tempered against
higher rate rises.
My own Road doesn't need upgrading as those who have town water have town
water and those who don't have sorted themselves out.

Those in the latter group are no burden on town infrastructure and the last thing
they want is to pay for something they don't need.
In saying that, I, as a rural ratepayer support the proposed 59'0 district wide rate
for the greater social good .
In particular, I see compliance of our wastewater treatment plants at the top of
my list as we all love or should love our river .
Sending pollution downstream is not only being a terrible neighbour and
morally indefensible but also environmental vandalism.
I believe cost savings could be made by reducing our footprint on the
environment and it's resources.

For example, we could greatly reduce what goes into our landfill.
All that takes is political will and knowing how to organise that will into action .
Another example would be urban water storage and gray water systems.
For the upgrade and repair of the swimming pools, I support the councils
preferred option as I do for town centre plans and the funding of emergency
management.

I further suggest our council needs to do all it can to protect and enhance our
natural Biodiversity and do what it can to counter climate change.
I support the sentiment in the Forest and Bird submission that all council action
should be looked at through an environmental lens.

I ;-;:~I;.~, .;;;:!"; I; ;;; ;.*;
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Forwarded message ~~~-----Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2018,1:07 PM
Subject:
Tail. coin>

Drinking water. .
To let people have tank water
This will be for emergency times too ..
Future PIaTming
To ask our children

For ideas. ,as this is their future we are PIaiming for ..
Specially OUT high school pupils
Distribute .. the plan out to .. the senior students to discuss and give feed back
Cell tower coverage ... for our rural areas. .
Emergency management ..
Own tank water .. for this ..

Town water supply is too vulnerable to disease and infrastructure problems ...
Roading infrastructure. .
The contract system ...

It doubles up on .. having too many chiefs .. traveling ., vehicles .. personal ..
Could we plan toward having a loader driver ... in for example. .porangaliau
Get back to ... a crew in outlying rural villages ..
Grader

Morky the grader driver has 2000 k

To look after and only one grader
"No training prograinme in place either "
Hazards planning

As happened in kaikoura ... massive physical changes. .
Put in place the taking of seafood .,.
The need to allow access to. the sea .. by our crayfishemusn if the sea floor is so
radically changed .. as to not give .. access as before such an upheaval. ,

Ward coastline ..."... this was so changed as to completely disrupt a large cray venture
from Carrying on his work ,. business .. to this day he still hasn't the consents to get
access. .

'IF ,A

I, .,,_,.::Z. ^;:);;;;:',,

From: Robo MCIean <robomclean63 ginail. coin>

To: <tnnve. chbc. govt. nz c

" ,..-

un:If the whangaehu coast **was so uplifted my brother in laws Gray bisness would be
dramatisty impacted . .,

Their needs to be immediate ... help .. law change to allow .. dynamiting ,.. channel
clearance ,..

Wharigaehu coast hazard sign

This was PIOnked in an absolutely eye site position, . on our foreshore ..
No one .. visited us here in whangaehu .. to ask where an appropriate place would be ..
Thank you for this opportunity to
Have a say ..,

Regards .. Robert MCLean
Whangaehu. .Forangahau
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Submission: Long Term Plan 2018.2028 - Central Hawke's Bay District Counc'l ^,_;I

Name: To jinata Foundation Contact person: Kristen Price, Operations Manager -.,--~ '~~~
Postal Address: PO Box 4445, Hamilton, 3247 Physical Address: Lockwood House, 293 Grey Street, Hamilton
Phone: 079597321.

Email: kristen. price@tojinata. org, nz We Do wish to speak to this submission

Enviroschools is a hoiistic framework that supports the development of resilient,
connected and sustainable communities. Through Enviroschools children and
Young people plan, design and implement a wide range of sustainability projects in
collaboration with their communities. Nationally over 1,100 early childhood
education (ECE) centres, primary, intermediate and secondary schools are part of
the Enviroschools network ~ a third of all schools and 6% of the large ECE sector.

^^"hools

Enviroschools is managed nationally by To jinata Foundation (a charitable trust).
The proven delivery model for the Enviroschools Programme is based on
collaboration between the regional council and territorial authorities, with
additional involvement from community agencies and support from the national Enviroschools team
employed by To jinata Foundation.
In the Hawke's Bay there are 50 Enviroschools - 22% of all schools and 1.0% of all ECE centres. The

current partners in the region are: Hawke's Bay Regional Council (HBRC); Hastings District Council,
Napier City Council, Napier Kindergarten Association, Heretaunga Kindergarten Association and Pan
Pac Forest Products.

Z. Requesting thot CHBDC become o regional Enviroschools portner
The proven regional delivery model for the Enviroschools Programme is based on partnerships
between the regional council and territorial authorities (TA), with additional involvement from
community agencies and support from the national team employed by To jinata Foundation.
Tojinata Foundation supports the submission
from HBRC requesting that CHBDC come on
board as an Enviroschools partner and commit

<~

to an annual investment in the range of $5,000
to $1.5,000.
Hawke's Bay has been unusual in that the

regional council has been supporting the
Enviroschools Programme without TA

A,
.<

Status of Unitary &
Territorial Authority
Partnerships for
Enviroschools Support

,~

partnerships. This is the reason for the

I
~

relatively low percentage of schools involved
(22% compared to the national average of 34%).

!

#

Hastings District Council and Napier City Council
began working with HBRC to support the
development and growth of Enviroschools in
the 203.7/1.8 year.

'ai 5+ years
^10-14 years

If CHBDCjoins with HBRC to support
Enviroschools in your area, it provides a larger
pool of resources that enables more schools to
participate. It also enables the CHB

**;5-9
years
. years
0-5 years

Enviroschools Facilitator to work with CHBDC

staff to support school communities to take

action on local priorities, e. g. reducing pressure

galfinalising partnership
^;.

notinvolved

on the three waters infrastructure,
Page I.
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2. Enviroschools is a proven programme specifically designed to meet multiple
Local Government outcomes
The Enviroschools Programme was first developed by councils in the Waikato region, It is specifically

designed as a programme that empowers children, young people and their communities to take action
that addresses a wide range of the key outcomes that councils are also seeing for their communities.
Nationwide, 81. % of councils are currently part of the Enviroschools network. This is made up of:
94% of Regional Councils and Unitary Authorities
77% of Territorial Authorities

To jinata Foundation has undertaken a 5-Year research and evaluation programme with external
evaluators Kirinect Group. This has involved two national censuses (201.4 & 201.7), return on

investment analysis and a comprehensive evaluation drawing on multiple sources. Highlights from the
research:

. Participating schools and centres are highly engaged in a wide range of environmental actions
and sustainability practices.

. Evaluators found that Enviroschools is "a very high-performing programme" that provides a
broad range of outcomes covering environmental, social, cultural, education and economic
aspects.

. 1.1% Return on Investment (Roll. While only a small number of the outcomes can be monetised,
so results are conservative, expert analysis showed a ROl of 1.1% per annum.

A copy of the Key Resultsfrom the 2027 Enviroschools Census is included with this submission.

3. Enviroschools outcomes that may be particul@rly relevantfor CHBDC:
Proud District, Connected Citizens, Strong Communities
. The aim of Enviroschools is to develop sustainable, resilient and connected communities.
o Enviroschools works as a network - it supports stronger connections between schools and their
communities, and fosters connections between schools.

. Participants are supported to take action on the issues that are important in theirlocal setting
- fostering active citizenship and a strong sense of belonging.
Prosperous District
. The holistic and action-oriented teaching and learning approach of Enviroschools engages a
wide range of students and supports the development of a skilled and educated workforce,
Environmentally Responsible
. 88% of Enviroschools are active in biodiversity restoration and biosecurity actions, and 54% in

looking after water health (includes marine) - these actions are often undertaken with
coin inu nities.

Smart Growth, Durable Infrastructure
. 1.00% of Enviroschools are active in a range of waste reduction actions (notjust recycling).
. 66% of Enviroschools are active in water conservation.

. 67% of Enviroschools are active in energy conservation and efficiency.
. Enviroschools is fostering the future eco-architects, green infrastructure engineers, social
entrepreneurs, sustainable business leaders etc.
* Percentages above are from the 2017 Enviroschools National Census

Page 4, The Enviroschools Programme: Evaluation Report, Kirinect Group, 201.5
Page 2
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4. The Enviroschools implementation model provides value for council partners
Creating sustainable, resilient communities involves bringing together many different skills, perspectives
and resources, The complex environmental, social, cultural and economic challenges facing us today call for
a holistic response from a range of different people and organisations working together. Key aspects of
the Enviroschools model are:

. A focus on connecting with, and working, with the wider community. This results in a substantial
level of support from businesses, community organisations and individuals providing donated goods,
volunteer time, advice and expertise to the Enviroschools network.

. Commitment from schools and centres investing their own resources including staff time, project
costs and capital investments, This resourcing comes principalIy via Ministry of Education funding.
. Role of the Enviroschools Facilitator - unlike many programmes in schools that deliver key messages
to children in a classroom setting, Enviroschools Facilitators work principalIy with adults - teachers,
caretakers, school management, community members etc. ~ supporting them to develop their
knowledge of sustainability and integrate it into how they undertake their roles.
. Collaborative approach to regional implementation with Enviroschools Regional Coordinators and
Facilitators are funded by/employed by over 90 organisations - Local Government/Councils,
Kindergarten Associations and other community agencies.

. Tojinata has solid support from Central Government through Ministry for the Environment for our
work as a national hub - providing a wide range of support and ongoing programme development.
The graphic below shows the organisational model and the percentage investment provided by different
groups for the different aspects of Enviroschools. The percentages are from analysis undertaken in

20/4/15 and based on a total annual investment in the programme of $10.4 million. '
Organisational model for the

Enviroschools Programme
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Model information and monetary values are from The Enviroschools Programme - Return on Investment Scenario
Analysis, Kirinect Group, 201.5
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FOUNDATION

Key Results of the Enviroschools
Nationwide Census 2017
Overview for partners - March 2018
^

In 201.7 Tojinata Foundation, the national support organisation for the Enviroschools Programme,
undertook a nationwide census of the Enviroschools network. This was the second nationwide

census, the first was in 2014. In both census projects, To jinata has worked with external
evaluators and engaged a specialist advisory panel to ensure a highly robust process. Both
census had high response rates and have provided a wealth of valuable information for reporting
purposes and for ongoing programme development.
We have produced this initial results overview of the 20, .7 Census to share with our partners in
Central and Local Government. Further reporting will be undertaken in the coming months.

There is significant nationwide reach through a large number of active participants and a
focus on collaboration with the community
. 1,100 + Enviroschools " schools and early childhood education (ECE) centres, representing
34% of schools and 6% of the large ECE sector.

. Actively participating are 153,000 children & young people, supported by ,. 5,700 school
and centre staff - teachers, caretakers, administration staff, principals, boa rds of trustees.
. Reach is growing - around 50% more children & young people and over 1.5 times
the number of adults actively participating compared to 201.4,
76%

. Strong commitment - high response rate to a comprehensive questionnaire

r'spu, tsu
1.11c

. 88% are connecting with other organisations in their community - councils,
restoration groups, Iwi, landowners, businesses etc.
. Data shows Enviroschools has a substantial positive influence on the degree of

interaction with families/wh5nau and the wider community.
There is a wide range of action for sustainability - environmental, social, cultural &
economic
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Enviroschools is positively influencing a wide range of sustainability outcomes
The Census asked to what degree participants thought Enviroschools positively influenced 40
different outcomes associated with creating a sustainable world,

In addition to the positive influence on the sustainability of the physical environment, there was
also evidence of a positive influence on a wide range of other outcomes. Examples include:

Citizenship

re

a

Educational

Social

Children Grid

Motivotion to

Ethics being o

young people
lintioting and
to king oction on
sustoinobility

Ieorn - 84%

key port of
people's

Teochers

colloboroting -

decisions Grid

77%

octions - 79%

issues thot ore

importont to them
- 74%

,,.,,
, ., ..,.

$

Cultural

ECoi, on, ic

Respecting differing
bell^fs - 80%
Correct to reo Maori

Into gintion of
sustoinobi"t^hto
their strategic

pronunciotion - 80%

ond operotionol

pionning - 71%

He @1thy eotihg
ond physicol
octivity - 79%

* percentages are the total % of participants who rated the influence as 'moderate', 'considerable' or 'high'
(ratings 3,4 & 5 on a 5-point scale)

Key aspects of programme design are valued by participants and contribute to
effectiveness

The Enviroschools Programme was intentionally designed to be a long
term journey supported by a collaborative network.

The 2017 Census showed the value participants place on key aspects
of the programme's design and the relationship of programme design

to the effectiveness of the programme. The aspects of programme

*
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design strongly reinforced by the census data include:
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. Student-led action

I

ly, *
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. Support from an Enviroschools Facilitator
. Long-term nature of an Enviroschools journey

,

. Integration of Maori Perspectives
. Focus on community involvement
. Emphasis on participants networking with each other

f

t

. Links made to global issues
. The Enviroschools visioning process
*
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We need to prepore studentsfor theirfuture sustoinobilityis o no bininer, Enviroschools ^s the only
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comprehensive programme to oddress thot.
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Teoch er 2017 Census
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CHB DISTRICT COUNCIL
Ruataniwha Street

Waipawa
Is LINGTON
71 Pukeora Scenic Road

Waipukurau 4281
29 March 20 18

SUBMISSION: DRAFT 2018 -28 LONG TERM PLAN

Introduction: It is ref^eshing to read a plan that clearly articulates the challenges
we face and to be offered a choice of ambitious, bold solutions. It seems all local

authorities are stin. Iggling to find ways to meet both ever increasing environmental
standards and decades of under investment in Infrastructure.

However, I would make three observations:

I . Population forecasts are fickle and many a local authority has been caught
out when placing too much trust in them.

2. Tinkering with rating policy creates anomalies.
3. It must be remembered that decisions made by previous administrations
were based on best infonnation provided at the time and they were almost

certainly political. In this respect, you are no different.
Therefore it is worth noting that future councils will question the decisions made
in 2018. That is why regular reviews of Long Tenri Plans are provided for in
Government legislation.

The 2018-28 Long Tenri Plan must be robust, Proposed changes to a tried and
tested rating convention must have a significant buy in by those affected.
Your proposal:

District Wide Tar eted Rate to fund our Drinkin Wate^ and

Wastewater Infrastructure'

Precedent: Previously there has been a district wide charge placed on all
propelties, ^p^91^!!y to meet the compliance costs for water testing. This
activity is of benefit to the whole district, Why was it discontinued?

I accept there is a benefit to all residents in the district when om. main urban
centres have safe, reliable and compliant water services.
. However, your starting point for this proposed new rate is simple. If a

property is not able to be connected it does not pay for the service.
. To simply apply a 5%, 7.5% or whatever percent a future council might
chose is totally unacceptable.

. As it stands you are asking your rural ratepayers to provide you with a
blank check. The 5% or 7,5910 must relate to a specific cost centre. You

need to provide details as to what costs the rate covers and it should be
capped so those affected are protected.

. Asking your rural ratepayers to contribute to an upgrade or expansion of
urban Infrastructure that delivers a windfall tax free capital gain to a lucky

few is unpalatable. ( Access to services are reflected in property values)
Paying for long term capital improvements.

. Using loan finance to provide funding for growth ensures we maintain
intergenerational equity.
. Hitting today's ratepayers to provide an enhanced service for tomorrow's
users is not good rating policy.

. Debt should lay with those who benefit.
. As a matter of principle I do not wish to share a debt in an asset or service
that I do not have access to.

I am sure you will know that farmers are also experiencing increased costs to
meet their environmental obligations* Their expenditure is also a public benefit.
Submission:

I . Funding of drinking water & wastewater to include a targeted unifonn rate

paid by all ratepayers in the district whether or not they are connected to
the networks.

2. That this rate be an o erational rate that reflects the value of these services

to all residents of the district. Not to fund capital expenditure.
3. That for thenfe of the 2018-19 Long Tenri Plan this rate will not exceed
$60 per annum,

Jim Shand
Phone: 8588353

sandraishand@ginail. coin
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Submission Form
YOUR tieta:. s

am, ^**^,^ mm^^ D^ N/t/

I^ \I 111
;2. ^^^.^$_ VG
Day phone: 0 ^_.^_^.^_.^., I_O Night Phone: s, I.
Postal Address;

M. bile 4 ~ Emit d, j' , t#" f4^*to'
No

Do You wish to present your comments to Council in person at a hearing? Yes .

Please note that Your submission (including any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 201.8 at Spin
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Fund cost. s of Civil Dei'ence through Regional Council rates
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Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate
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ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Genienr!15:1 Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback
Need more room. ? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information

Long Term Plan 20:8-28 Consultation Document
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SUBMISSION
TELEPHONE 0800 3276461 WEBSITE WWW FEDFARM ORC NZ
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To:

Central Hawkes Bay District Council
PO Box 127

Waipawa 4210
Submission on:

Draft Long Term Plan 201.8 - 2028

Date:

29 March 2018

Submission by:

Hawke's Bay Federated Farmers
WILL FOLEY
F1A\}11-1L': 1:1\'\ PROViNCli\L ,, L510.1, I
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
F 068349704
FA 02723415i. 6
E wfole

Address for service:

clear. net. nz

RHEA DASENT
SI: F1 10n ,::!LILY ADVlt. C, r!
Federated Farmers of New Zealand

PO Box 71.5, Wellington 61.40
P 0800 327646
M 021 5018/7
E rdasent fedfarm. or

nz

Hawke's Bay Federated Farmers welcomes this chance to submit on the Central Hawke's Bay District
Council draft Long Term Plan 2018 -2028.
We acknowledge any submissions made by individual members of Federated Farmers,
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TRANSPARENCY

While Federated Farmers is pleased to see rates examples from a wide selection of properties and
how their total rates bill will change for a few years ahead, the transparency could be improved,

Examples should break down how much is contributed by each rating mechanism, showing the
Uniform Annual Charge, capital value general rates, land value general rates, and targeted rates. This
will allow readers to get a better comparison of how the rates are distributed throughout the district.
We have asked for itemised examples in our submissions to Central Hawkes Bay District Council since
201.2.

Providing more detailed examples should be within the Council's ability. Rates are carefully calculated

for each individual property when rates demands are prepared, so a similar exercise for a small
selection of examples should be straightforward. Many other councils provide detailed rates
examples showing what each subject property contributes to each activity.
Recommendation:

I. . That transparency of the Rates Samples is improved by showing how much each example
property will contribute to individual rating mechanisms.
2. That transparency is improved by showing how each rating mechanism will change over the
1.0 year life of the Long Term Plan.

UNIFORM ANNUAL GENERAL CHARGE

The UAGC has been creeping up over the years, from $311.08 in 201.4~,. 5 up to $409.63 proposed for
the 2018-19 Year.
Year:

UAGC:

2014-1.5

$311.08

2015-3.6

$317.31

201.6-17

$323.66

2016-,. 7

$329.81

2018-19

$409.63

Federated Farmers doesn't mind an increasing UAGC, with the assumption that this is bringing it
closer to the legislative 30% and subsequently reducing reliance on the general rate.
Federated Farmers supports a use of the UAGC as close as the legislative maximum of 30% of the
rates take as possible. This is because it is equitable for all ratepayers to contribute the same
amount to the same services,
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The reason we prefer the UAGC over the general rate, is because the UAGC is a rating mechanism that
acts as a balance to the effect of land and capital value rates which loads a high proportion of rates
onto higher value properties. Farmers already pay high rates in Central Hawkes Bay District, so a good
use of the UAGC is a way of flattening the discrepancy between town and country,
However the Central Hawkes Bay District Council does not reveal what percentage the UAGC take is
currently running at. This information and the method used to calculate it is required to comply with
Schedule 10 Section 1.5(3)(b) of the Local Government Act 2002. Looking back at our old submissions,
the issue of not reporting the UAGC percentage is something we have raised since 201.2 at least. It is
disappointing that such a simple aspect of transparency has not been acted on.
It appears to our calculations that the UAGCis sitting on only, .3%, compared to a legislative maximum

of 30% this is very low use and there is much more room to use the UAGC. This can be achieved by
shifting the funding source of some activities that have equal benefit for all ratepayers off the general
rate and into the UAGC. There is no need for the district planning activity to be funded by the general
rate and it could easily be shifted to the UAGC instead. A property with a high capital value will not
receive a greater benefit from district planning compared to alowervalue property that justifies being
rated higher , Nor is district planning an activity that is linked to property value.

Animal control could also be shifted off the general rate and onto the UAGC, or better yet, be funded
from dog owners. A high capital value farm might not have any dogs and Yet will be rated on the
general rate for animal controlactivities, and a small town property with dogs that receives visits from
animal control often will pay much less.
Recommendations:

3. That the Council reports its level of UAGC utilisation clearly and the mechanism used to
calculate it, and

4. That Council fully utilises the UAGC mechanism at 30% of the total rates income to provide
equity between ratepayers by shifting district planning off the general rate and into the UAGC.

GENERALRATE

The LTP reports the General Rate at 0.12 cents in the table on page 3 of the Funding Impact Statement,
but at 0,118 cents on page 5. Federated Farmers is unclear which is the accurate value,
The general rate has remained steady since 201.4-1.5 at 0.12 cents in the capital value dollar. FFNZ's
records show that the 2012-201.3 LTP had the general rate at 0,101 cents in the dollar.
The amount collected from the general rate has risen from $4,378,370 in 203.4-1.5 to $4,948,150 in
201.8-19. Even if the General Rate drops from 0.12 cents to 0,118 cents, the Council is now collecting
over half a million: $569,780; or 13% more; from the general rate than it was four Years ago in nominal
terms.

Page 5 of the Funding Impact Statement tells us that the general rate funds these activities:
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. All regulatory activities, including district planning, land use and subdivision consent costs,
building control, public health, animal control, and compliance.
. Solid waste

. Parks and reserves, public toilets, theatres and halls, cemeteries, and miscellaneous property
costs

Federated Farmers recommends that activities like district planning, animal control, toilets or parks
and reserves be appropriate to shift to a fixed rate funding mechanism such as the Uniform Annual
General Charge or a Targeted Uniform Charge (TUC).
All ratepayers receive the same benefits from the district plan providing sustainable environment

management. With the District Plan currently under review Councillors will be aware of how this
document benefits all ratepayers across all zones, so there is no reason why a ratepayer with a high
value property like a farm should pay more than someone with a lower-valued town property.
The Hastings District Councilemploys a Community Services and Resource Management Rate as a TUC

specifically to partially fund Hoc's planning and regulatory functions, along with community service
and facilities such as libraries, swimming pools, and parks and reserves.

Hastings uses a differential based on land use (commercial, residential, farm/hort etc) and two rating
areas so the amount charged does differ between these differential categories, but all ratepayers
within a category pay the same. For example, in the 201.7-18 Annual Plan, all farms in rating area 2
are charged a flat fee of $295 per SUIP, meaning that farms with a higher capital value are not paying
more towards district planning than a smaller farm, despite receiving the same benefit.
Recommendations:

5. That the General Rate is reported accurately.

6. Where ratepayers receive the same level of service from an activity, such as district planning,

that funding is shifted from the general rate to a fixed charge to reflect the equal benefit
received.

ROADING RATES

Struck at 0.27 cents per dollar of land value, the District Land Transport rate it has not changed much
over the years, Yet remains a significant source of high rates bills for all ratepayers,
A Federated Farmers member will pay $27,628 to the District Land Transport rate alone in the year
ahead. It is unbelievable that this farmer receives a value corresponding to what he pays. Compare

this farmer's roading rate with an urban ratepayer in Waipukurau who is only paying $207.09.
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Example Property

Land Value

Contribution towards District

Land Transport

Rural property
. Farm

$1,560,000

$4,212

$ 3.65,000

$445.5

$77,000

$207.90

. Medium value

Commercial property
. Waipukurau

Residential property
. Waipukurau
. High value

Hybrid Model

Federated Farmers has suggested since 2010 that the Central Hawkes Bay District Council adopts an
alternative method of funding roads to reduce the disproportionate rates burden on farmers, A hybrid
model, and/or differentials would go a long way to flattening this discrepancy between ratepayers
with high land value and those with low land value.

The hybrid model will consist of a targeted uniform charge as an equal amount paid by all ratepayers
in the district, as well as the general rate applied with the existing differentials.
Using a targeted fixed charge to partially fund roading and funding the remainder with the general
rate will reduce the discrepancy between what a property with high land value will pay and a property
with low land value. The uniform charge approach recognises that roading provides a general benefit
that is uniform to all ratepayers; people enjoy roads and footpaths irrespective of the size of their
property.

Contributions to the District's roading expenditure are derived from both the NZTA's road usage based
revenue, and through Council's rating system, The user-pays approach of the NZTA's funding streams
mean that road usage driven costs are theoretically largely recovered. Those who use the road more
are asked to cover these costs through through road user charges and fuel taxes. These revenue
streams are then are reallocated back to the Council via the Funding Assistance Rate FAR, to fund
approximately 60 percent of the costs associated with the local roading network, and 100 percent of
the costs of State Highways.
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Federated Farmers considers the 'local share' of these roading costs is more of a general 'benefit' (ie,
non-use driven) nature, which provides benefit to all ratepayers. While we consider that the rates
funded proportion of the benefit of local roads will accrue to some extent to those with larger
properties, the current funding approach does riot represent a fair reflection of this relative benefit
Kapiti Coast example

As an example, the Kapiti Coast District Council used a hybrid funding model by using a targeted
uniform charge of $235 in the 2017-18 Annual Plan, as well as general roading rate.
The general roading rate is struck on land value, has four differential categories, and funds 20% of
the activity. The differential categories that the Kapiti Coast District Council uses are:
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Rural rating units equal to or

greater than 50 hectares
PLUS rating units less than 50
hectares where a
combination of these

22%

properties total greater than
50 hectares and form part of
one farmin o eroticn

R3

Rural rating units which are
Identified in the rural village

70%

differential ratino area in a s

Kapiti Coast Council raises $6,409,000 from the TUC and $1,487,000 from the differentiated land
value rate. With Kapiti Coast seeking to raise a total of $7,896,000 from rates for roading, this is
similar to Central Hawkes Bay raising $7,247,794, except in a much more equitable fashion.

This means a Kapiti Coast rural property with a land value worth $1,000,000 will contribute $235.83
towards the Land Value rate while also paying the $235 TUC. These two rates combined mean the

rural Kapiti Coast farm will pay a total of $470.83 towards roading, much less than a coinparable
$1,000,000LV Central Hawkes Bay farm which would be paying $2,700,
This Kapiti approach better reflects the relative 'benefit received' from the roading network,
considering the NZTA usage derived funding already largely addresses use driven costs.
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Waimakariri example

As another example, Waimakariri District Council funds roading by a hybrid model collecting 80% by
capital value rate, which in the 201.7-1.7 Annual Plan was struck at 0,000626 cents in the dollar, and
20% by a targeted uniform charge, which was $96.89.
Using this hybrid funding model, Waimakariri District Council raised $12,083,338 for the year, There
is no question that a hybrid model will enable a council to collect what it needs for roading.
A Waimakaririfarm with a capital value of $1,560,000 will pay the $96.89 TUC and contribute $976.56
to the rate struck on capital value. This gives a total of $1,073.45 towards roading, Comparatively a
farm of this value in Central Hawkes Bay would be paying $4,212.
In their 201.5 Long Term Plan, the Waimakariri District Council says: "Individuals benefit as each has
an equal opportunity to use the network and, to an extent, many within the community make similar
use of the network. Hence, the Council considers that 20% of the rates requirement should be
recovered by way of a fixed amount per rating unit in the District, which reflects the equal opportunity
to use the asset,

"The Waimakairiri District Council considers that the balance of the rate requirement (80%) should be
recovered by a rate in the dollar based on the capital value of a property. The Council considers that
capital value better reflects the supporting infrastructure; and the impact that access has on the value
of a property. "

Federated Farmers considerers that this same reasoning can apply to the Central Hawkes Bay District.
Level of Service

In the 2015 Long Term Plan consultation document mentioned that there was still403km of unsealed

roads. We are disappointed that the progress since then has only been to seal2km of that and we
now tally 401km of unsealed road.

Given the amount of roading rates paid by themselves, farmers are disappointed at the level of service
they receive. The rural ratepayers of Black Rd and Boyle Rd at Ashley Clinton have collectively paid

over $500,000 towards the roading rate in the five years since 201.3, and despite several times asking
the Council for road improvements have not received the levelof service they expect.
Due to the increased traffic generated by two dairy farms that have established on the road, Black
Road and Boyle Road landowners have been experiencing increased dust. The landowners estimate
that only 2.6km stretch of road needs work to fix the problem.
Recommendation:

7. That a hybrid funding model is introduced to fund roading; consisting of a district-wide
targeted uniform charge as well as the existing land value general rate,
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TARGETED RATES

Federated Farmers usually congratulates the Central Hawkes Bay District Council on it's policy of

100% funding of activities that provide private benefit by rates targeted at those who receive that
benefit, such as refuse collection.

However this Year the Council has decided to introduce two new district-wide rates that shift cost
from those who directly benefit, onto those who do not. In previous years, the Council has funded
reticulated systems 1.00% targeted at ratepayers who are connected or within a serviceable area.
Federated Farmers is disappointed that this year new district-wide wastewater and water rates will
be imposed on the wider community who are not connected.
Recommendation:

8, That the Council returns to 1.00% targeted funding sources when the activity provides private
benefit.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND WATER SUPPLY

The Council is proposing two new district-wides rate imposed on a SUIP basis to fund reticulated water

supply and wastewater. This will collect 5% of the cost required, with 95% funded by targeted rates.
Federated Farmers has historically supported the Council's excellent use of targeted rates to fund
activities that benefit easily identified ratepayers -in this case those who are connected or serviceable
to the wastewater system.

We are disappointed to see that the Council is moving away from this rating system and is now
intending to rate the whole community, whether they are connected or riot.
Federated Farmers is concerned that the Long Term Plan does not show how the $21.32 per SUIP for
water and $27.40 per SUIP for wastewater will change over the course of ten Years'
Federated Farmers questions the public benefit that the Council deems the reticulated services
provide, and subsequent 5% cost of delivering is charged by general rates, meaning rural ratepayers
are contributing to an urban system that they do not benefit from.
The discussion in the Long Term Plan statement of Proposal, page 1.7, how benefit is apportioned is
minimal:
Wostewoter

orstributions of benefits: Provision of a sewerage system provides a number of public benefits,
including maintenance of public health standards, prevention of disease and maintenance of a
healthy environment. All properties, both domestic and industrial, that are connected to Council's
sewerage system receive a direct benefit which relates to the cost of providing the service. A
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sewerage system is a key infrastructural need for maintaining public health and growth of
business opportunities.

ninefromes of benefits: Ongoing and long-term for future generations.
Contributors to needjor oct^^ity: The community benefits widely from having a sewerage system
available. Additional costs may be caused through overloading of systems, disposal of hazardous
material and illegal connections.

Clean Environment as Public Benefit

Federated Farmers understands that the Regional Council's water quality rules in Tukituki Plan Change
6 are imposing additional costs on the Council.

Farmers also experience increased costs associated with complying with rules and meeting the new
water quality standards from their own activities. This cost squarely falls on the individual, with no
financial assistance from urban ratepayers.

There is a strong public sentiment that farmers need to manage the effluent that originates from their
farms to protect water quality, and that the farmer is the one who should pay for this. This sentiment
should also apply to urban sewerage.

All farms in the catchment are required to provide a Farm Environment Management Plan to meet
HBRC permitted activity rules under Plan Change 6. These have been costing members about $3-4,000
each. In addition, farmers have to meet stock exclusion rules and costs for fencing have been about

$30,000 for some. Farmers that need a resource consent from the Regional Council for an activity
such as a feed pad, pay a Yearly monitoring fee.
All farmers who manage their own domestic wastewater on-site also contribute to the overall water

quality of the district, They contribute financial resources to install a system and maintain it, including
emptying when necessary, The Regional Council charges $161 to confirm that an on-site wastewater
system is within the permitted rules, and the district councilcharges a dump fee when a farmer cleans

their septic tank and disposes waste into the reticulated system. The expectation is that it's the
farmer's system, then the farmer pays for it.

Farmers already contribute a lot of their personal resources to go towards the general public benefit
of a cleaner environment, there is no need to rate them for the public benefit of reticulated
wastewater as well.
Sanitation as Public Benefit

The claim that rural ratepayers receive a public sanitation benefit and therefore should contribute in
the way of rates is disputed by Federated Farmers

Public benefit such as general health and sanitation may indeed be provided by a reticulated town
system, but the individual wastewater systems on farms also provide a general health and sanitation
benefit,
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Farmers do sometimes directly use the reticulated system, especially when septic tanks are cleaned
and tinkered material disposed, However farmers do pay for this direct use at the time of disposal by
a fee or charge, so it is on a user-pays basis and directly reflects actual use.
Federated Farmers knows that a fee system is already in place for septic tank waste under the Trade
Waste provisions, and if Council is also charging farmers rates then is double"dipping.
This user-pays system has the distinct advantage of being demand-based, those who empty their
septic tank more frequently and dump into the reticulated system more often, will pay more often.
Those who empty large amounts will pay for these large amounts.
Even when a farmer visits the toilet when in town, this shouldn't be the justification of public benefit,
Farmers are already paying via the general rate, which funds public toilets among other activities.
Farmers with high capital value will be paying more towards the general rate and towards public
toilets, regardless of how often they visit one, If the farmer visits a private home and enjoys the
reticulated wastewater there, this is no different to a town visitor at the farmer's rural home. In each
case, the occasional visit by an outsider is covered by the home owner.

As for a general public benefit from a healthy and sanitary district, farmers are already contributing to
this by managing their own wastewater. Farmers do riot expect urban ratepayers to contribute to
their personal on-farm wastewater systems for the general public benefit of sanitation, and this should
go both ways.
Reticulated Water Supply

Similarly, the benefits of reticulated water supply is discussed on page 1.6:
Worer Supply

Distributions of benefit:s Provision of water supplies provides a number of public benefits,
including access to potable water and availability of water for key public services and amenities
(eg fire fighting, landscaping, swimming pools). There are significant direct benefits to ratepayers
and consumers connected to a Council piped water scheme through access to water for drinking
and water availability for industry.

Timefromes of benefits: Ongoing and long-term for future generations.
Contributors to needjor octivity: Those sections of the community where water services are
available benefit widely from having a supply available. The wider community who use the
facilities and business who depend on the water supply also benefit.

Farmers already provide their own access to potable water, and are already paving for swimming
pools under the Uniform Annual General Charge, and the water stored on their farms in darns can be
utilised for firefighting. Federated Farmers considers that the "public benefit" aspect of reticulated
water supply is already being paid for by farmers either through other existing rates or from their
own pocket providing for their personal supply, There is no need to charge farmers for the public
benefit of reticulated water supply through the new district-wide water supply rate.
To

I
,

Recommendations:

9. That the new district-wide water and wastewater rates are deleted, returning these activities
to 100% targeted funding.

10. That transparency is improved by showing how the rates will change over the ten-year life of
the Long Term Plan.

DOG REGISTRATION FEES

Rural Dogs will be charged at $47 per dog to register.
Federated Farmers is pleased that rural dogs are charged less than urban dogs to register, at $47 per
dog instead of $95. This reflects the reality that rural dogs do riot require Council animal control
services as much as urban dogs.

However the rural dog feeis stilltoo high and is a particular burden on farm dog teams. As soon as a
farmer has more than one dog, the cost advantage is wiped out. A farmer with three dogs is unlikely
to receive $1.41 benefit compared to an urban dog owner with one dog who will pay $95. A team of
ten dogs will cost the Central Hawkes Bay farmer $470. Federated Farmers asks the Council to
consider carefully whether farmers with ten dogs deserve to pay this much,
On the whole, farmers value and manage their dogs well, and dog management is a self-regulating
aspect of farming. Dogs are part of the family, and a valuable asset to the farm business. It is in a
farmers' best interest to manage their dogs, Farmers spend many hours training their dogs, and bad
behaviour like being aggressive to animals or people is dealt with quickly, Farm dogs are contained
in their kennels or chained up at night, and because of the large size of farms, dogs are contained on
the property, they do riot roam the streets, and barking rarely annoys the neighbours. If a dog does
stray, neighbours are quick to recognise the dog and call the owner,
Federated Farmers asks the Council what percentage of animal control costs originate from rural
dogs, compared to urban dogs.

Federated Farmers suggests that a lower fee for subsequent rural dogs is introduced. Other Councils
have this reduced fee structure.

For a single rural dog, Masterton District Council charges $80, which is the same as an urban dog.
Subsequent rural dogs in Masterton are charged at $20 to register. A team of 1.0 dogs in Masterton
would cost $260.

Carterton rural dogs cost $60 each for the first and second dog, which is the same cost as for a
desexed urban dog. With Carterton charging $32 for each subsequent dog, a team of 10 would cost
$376.

South Wairarapa has a flat fee for teams of up to 1.0 rural dogs, being $210. Otherwise an individual
rural dog would cost $42.
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Tararua rural dogs are charged at $32, making a team of 10 cost $320.
Council

Single dog

Subsequent dogs

Team of ten.

Central Hawkes Bay

$47

$47 each

$470

Tararua

$32

$32 each

$320

Masterton

$80

$20 each

$260

Carterton

$60

$32 each

$376

South Wairarapa

$42

$42 each

$210 flat fee

With large sheep and beef farms characteris ing Central Hawkes Bay, dog teams are common and the
cost of registration is an unjustified burden.
Recommendation:

11. Federated Farmers asks the Council what percentage of animal control costs originate from
rural dogs, compared to urban dogs.
12, That rural dog registration fees provide a discount for subsequent dogs,

Federated Farmers is a not-for-profit primary sector policy and advocacy organisation that
represents the majority of farming businesses in New Zealand. Federated Farmers has a long and
proud history of representing the interests of New Zealand's farmers.
The Federation aims to add value to its members' farming businesses. Our key strategic outcomes

include the need for New Zealand to provide an economic and social environment within which:
. Our members may operate their business in a fair and flexible commercial environment;
. Our members' families and their staff have access to services essential to the needs of the rural

community; and

. Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices,
This submission is representative of member views and reflect the fact that local government rating
and spending policies impact on our member's daily lives as farmers and members of local
communities.

Federated Farmers thanks the Central Hawkes Bay District Council for considering our submission to
the Draft Long Term Plan I Plan 201.8-2028.
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Sharleen Baird

341 Racecourse Rd R02 Waipukurau 4282
Ph:06858657 Mobile: 0274999693
sharleenb xtra. co. nz

I wish to present and expand (briefly) on my comments at a hearing. It's also
good public speaking practice, cheaper than Toastmasters.
Submission Questions
I. I support Second Choice "Invest over a longer timeframe".
Gives Council time to fix existing pump, reservoir, connection, capacity,
waste, river and drinking water pollution issues first -then add new
developments, expansion onto systems as capacity (both infrastructural
and ratepayer burden limits) and budgets allow.
2. Funding drinking and wastewater infrastructure. I support Second Choice
"District-wide charge at 5%".
As rural dweller with own systems, I'm happy to pay extra for wastewater
upgrade so an expensive rate is evenly spread. CLEAN water benefits all.
If our area's rezoned Town, I'd object to paying for water/sewage services
to my gate that I don't and won't use - should be optional "opt-in" so the
few of us who don't use aren't penalised to subsidise others, User pays
should definitely apply here.
3, Support second choice "700k Pool only" ( a theme here, perhaps?) Pool
needed (partly as now river unswimmable) but clean up the river as
sewage/wastewater treatment should be higher priority than another
splashpad. Also Council can't afford to reproduce all facilities available in
some towns in other CHB towns e. g. Waipukurau splashpad in Waipawa,
in this instance - just too darn expensive.
4. Support second choice "develop Plans"
Avoids capture and "kneejerk" responses to small, vocal, passionate
groups or people. One example - changing historic Railway name to Bogie
Brothers Esplanade when the rock, PIaque or even a seat would have
been more sensible and acceptable to wider community.
Avoids any overfocus on "sexy" feelgood projects and ideas tof which
there are many) or Events at the expense of desperately needed basic
facilities.

Council able to plan ahead, prioritise, have more control over funding
allocation amounts spread evenly over time. Also more able to mitigate
the effects of the "surprise" unseen suddenly necessary expenditure costs
that can occur.

5. Finally a first choice answer "Fund through Regional Council"
Obviously we still pay but hopefully it will create a Regional rather than
area response and fund allocation, where they have the over all
responsibility for co- ordination and administration.

Amalgamation was mooted with just this sort of approach in mind for
this and many shared responsibility areas e. g. transport, infrastructure.
Going it alone is more expensive Just saying. ..
Other - Climate Change, Carbon reduction and Waste - None of these
Plans are useful if we're slowly going to fry, starve or poison not only
Councillors and their families but the rest of the critters on the planet.
Applaud any Council Leadership on improved efforts in these areas eg.
Reduced use of plastics, non recyclables, etc which reduce waste and
Ieachate amounts. Enviroschools education with Council assistance could

help citizens to learn low impact habits from a younger age.
Solar heating/electricity, greywater separation and re-use, rainwater
tanks for garden/stock/cleaning use are all models Council could explore
either in their own carbon reduction initiatives or incentives for

community to ta!<e up some of these options.
Continued Promotion tand purchase for Council use ) of E-bikes and
electric cars now safe Waipawa/Waipukurau cycle trails and electric
charging station available.
Dryland farming examples could be promoted and new businesses sign
commitment to use most environmentally friendly practices in all areas
where at all practical and within the spirit of environmental
improvements.

Tourism - I suggest a Comprehensive approach is needed. If Visitor
Centre's Icept tiny preference as there's much promotional activity and
unseen value there) it would need to be integral part of combined
strategy and deliver more e. g. bike hireage, event ticketting, promotional
mailouts, notleft out with duplication of some efforts and costs between
HBT and Promotion Board. Council control (whether the Visitor Centre
remains or not )would assist funding to be appropriateIy allocated,
reduce expenditure and streamline services with support from an
advisory community Promotions Board.
Community - Council housing stock now more needed than ever due to
lack of rentals or ability to buy. Hopefully to be kept and upgraded where
necessary - perhaps solar heating could be trialled here?
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the LTP 201.8 - 28,
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My details are as follows:

Submitters name: Dan Elderkamp
Postal address: 387 Maharakeke Road, RDi. , Waipukurau 4281
Day phone: 021 02359434
Mobile: as above

Night phone: 06-8588828
email: eldernz farmside. co. nz

I do not wish to present my comments to Council in person.
Regarding the Submission questions, my comments are as follows.

Q I. . My choice would be a combination of: at invest over a longer time frame, and
b) maintain the current assets.

In order to achieve these, my suggestion is for Council to implement strategies that
extend the lifespan of the current infrastructure through essential maintenance.

Considering the growth of the district's population, specifically the urban population,
this is possible by reducing the inputs and demands on current infrastructure. This
can be done in a number of ways:

a) Implement new building codes/rules whereby new housing must incorporate
methods for harvesting rainwater, as well as grey water systems for recycling same
onto lawns and gardens. This would have the effect of minimising/reducing demand
on the drinking water reticulation system, as well as reducing the inflow into the
wastewater treatment plant. These could be funded by the property developer/s,
and would represent only a small percentage of extra cost in comparison to the total
build costs.

b) Implement a strategy of retro-fitting existing houses with rainwater harvesting
equipment, as well as grey water systems. The benefits of this will be the same as for

a), and progressive Iy reduce demand on Council infrastructure dependent on the
take-up rate by homeowners for some time. These could be funded through a
Council loan, and clawed back through a targeted rate over a number of years,
Rainwater storage would additionally provide water supplies in the event of a
natural disaster, and reduce the load on Civil Defence as a result.

c) Implement metering of drinking water supplies to each user, consider splitting
the cost of water off the current rates charges and charging ratepayers according to
actual water use. This would encourage water saving, and a reduction in wastage,
again contributing to reducing the current demand on Council infrastructure,

,

I' \
, .

Admitted Iy at some point the reduction in demand would be offset by the increase
in housing/new demand, and as to how long it may take to get to this point would
need some careful consideration and planning. In the meantime Council could set
aside funds on an annual basis for the eventual and unavoidable renewal or

replacement of current infrastructure, By then, the ratepayer base would have
grown, making spreading of costs easier over a larger number of ratepayers.
An added medium to long-term benefit of implementing these suggested strategies

would be, I surmise, a significant increase in jobs in providing these services, and
perhaps an incentive for some companies to invest in local manufacturing and
supply.

Q 2. My choice would be to retain the current funding, in view of my comments for
question I. .

In saying that however, I am sympathetic, as a rural ratepayer, to sharing the load of
funding the drinking water and wastewater infrastructure on a district"wide basis if
absolutely unavoidable, We're all in this together at the end of the day. MY fear is,
however, that rural ratepayers in general will oppose sharing the costs of urban

infrastructure upgrades given their current issues with funding FEMP's and the
concomitant environmental upgrades, as well as facing significantly increased

Regional Council rates. The feeling is that they must bear the costs of their own
water supply and wastewater treatment, which urban ratepayers do riot contribute
towards, so why should rural ratepayers share the costs of town infrastructure
upgrades?
Q 3. My choice would be none of the options listed.

MY reason for this is that ultimately, Councils are there primarily to provide essential
services to ratepayers. I cannot see how funding a swimming pool fits those
parameters. Considering the issues with infrastructure, funds proposed for the pool
should firstly be used for essential services, and should there at some point in the
future be surplus funds available, then the pool could be looked at again. As it is, the
pool is used by a relatively small number of people, representing a small percentage
of the total population,

MY suggestion then is that the Waipawa pool be a) repaired to a minimum standard
sufficient for use as it is at present or, b) be mothballed until such time as surplus
funds are available for an upgrade or rebuild.

Alternatively the pool could possibly be integrated into the adjoining holiday park,
and an upgrade funded through commercial means and the pool be run on a
commercial basis, or at least on a cost-recovery basis,
\

4. My choice is to Develop Town Centre and Community Plans.

\

This should be done in consultation with the communities in question, using bestpractise environmental and planning strategies to ensure long-term sustainability. To
be fit for purpose.
5. My choice is to fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates.
Inevitably, any significant natural disaster or event will riot be confined to a
particular district, so having a region-wide focus would a) ensure a central point of

command by ensure better and efficient communication across the services c) spread
the load and costs across the whole region d) ensure cross-service co-operation and
centralised decision making, minimising the risk of duplication and confusion.
Other suggestions

I) Council to attract businesses to CHB through offering assistance with consents,
and possibly a temporary rates holiday, for example. The types of businesses we
need, in my view, would be low-impact, sustainable and high-tech, requiring the
minimum in infrastructure development, but with a maximum positive commercial
impact on the district. For example, a few Years ago a company set up a call centre in
Ruatoria on the East Cape. If that can be done there, what can't we do here? It will
require provision of Ultra Fast Broadband services, if not already available in town,
and perhaps consider that for rural areas as well, with fibre cable being routed along
existing power poles, as suggested by Clint Deckard in 201.6. Central ines could play a
major part in this, and it would have a significantly beneficial impact on small
business development and start-ups in CHB.

2) Recycling and waste reduction needs to be seriously looked at. I acknowledge that
a lot has been done to encourage recycling in the past few Years, but a lot more
could, and should, be done. It is a real worry to see how much recyclable material
still gets sent to landfill - basically money being thrown away. Attract a recycling
company to set up here?

3) Council to use more, or only, native plants and trees in its parks and reserves. By
doing this we will increase biodiversity, attract native birds and actively contribute
towards restoring some of the biodiversity lost over the years due to land
development. Council to more actively, and perhaps practically, support the Hawke's
Bay Biodiversity Strategy in a visible way. Council to consider using electric vehicles
in future, to reduce GHG emissions.
Sincerely,
Dan Elderkamp
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52 ATgyll Road
RDl
Otane

ph: 0274616413
Submission on CHBDC Long Terni Plan 2018-28
Thank you for providing the opportunity to submit to the Long Tenri Plan. The
Consultation document was infonnative and easy to read.
I am happy for invesiment to be made in the Three Waters infrastructure and for there
to be a district wide charge for drinking water and wastewater even thougli I am a
rural rate payer, I believe that a Town and Community plan needs to be developed. I
think that for a coriumunity our size one pool is enougli to maintain. This should be the
all year round facility in Waipukura11.
After Tlrrive meetings were held, the set of objectives that came out of those meetings
included a focus on environmental responsibility. Within the mission statement too, it
reads ". . .strong coniiriuriities and connected people who protect our environment and
celebrate our beautiful part of New Zealand. " The Big Water Story certainly coriumits
to this, As part of this, I would like to see Council subsidies made available to
encourage all landowners to store water from their houses and reuse grey water.
It would be great to see our Council and community leading the way in biodiversity.
This could see some slice of the financial pie on p24 going to restoration of Lake
Whatoina. . Resources COLIld be made available for householders, parks and reserve
workers to trap predators. Parks, roundabouts, shopping areas and other sites could be
planted in shrubs that attract birds and bees or vegetables. As a rural landowner, we
are spending our own resources on a riparian margin for the section of the Kaikora
stream that runs throngli our property. It would be gi'eat to see the rivers in OUT
district: Waipawa, Tukituki and tributaries, planted in the same way. These rural and
urban planted areas would provide a living corridor for birds and many species from
the Ruahine ranges to the sea. Biodiversity could also be tauglit to students as another
part of the Zero Waste education prograrnme the CHBD Council mus.
Creating and maintaining these biodiverse environmental areas may not have direct
financial benefits. However the spinoffs may be realised long terni with an increase in
tomst numbers and the wellbeing of our residents as CHB becomes "a beautiful part
of New Zealand. "

Ro se Hay
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PO Box I 27

Waipawa 421 O
thrive chbdc. ovt. nz
29 March 2048

RE: SUBMISSION ON THE CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY DISRICT COUNCIL LONG TERM
PLAN 20.8.28 CONSULTATION DOCUMENT

Silver Fern Farms appreciates this opportunity to provide feedback on the Long Term Plan
2018-28 consultation document.

Silver Fern Farms Limited is the major meat processing company in New Zealand with one
of its Hawke's Bay operations located in Takapau. Transport is a vital enabler to the

sustainability of our operations and those of our farmer partners. Proximity to good well
maintained transport network and links is essential for maximising efficiency and keeping
costs down

Planning maintenance and investment in roading is essential to an efficient, resilient, and

effective transport network required for our primary sector industry. Silver Fern Farms
generally supports the LTP in regards to its roading infrastructure strategy for these reasons.
If you wish to clarify any of the matters raised, orjust wish to further discuss any of the

points made, please do not hesitate to contact A1ison Johnstone from our Group
Environmental team by phone (0274966129) or email

(alison. 'ohnstone silverfemtorms. co. nz).
Yours Sincerely,

Daryn Jemmett
Group Environmental Manager
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CHBDC 201.8-2028 Long Term Plan
28 March 201.8

Dr Trevor Le Lievre

Introduction

Firstly, I acknowledge those Councillors and staff who have contributed to a very thoroughly

researched and well-presented Consultation Document. Secondly, I further acknowledge
the bold vision for the future of our community which Council has developed, and also the
courageous and honest way in which the perennial Iy thorny issue of proposed rates
increases is presented.

L) Water Infrastructure
The proposed improvement, upgrade, renewal and resilience measures across the three
major water facilities (drinking, waste and storm water) are apparently necessary to
maintain these amenities, and to future-proof our communities.
Thriving communities require sustainable water resources.
The proposed long-term loan is the most practical means of funding these workstreams
because, as Council note, this will spread the burden across different generations of
residents.

> I support option I. (Invest based on the Plan)

2) Funding of Drinking Water and Wastewater Infrastructure
Merits of ro OSed district-wide rate

It is refreshing to observe the emphasis expressed by the wider community about the

importance of sustainable water management for our health and well-being. There have
been media reports of dissent from some rural ratepayers, which on one level is
understandable, about the proposal for a district-wide rate. However, a community is a

whole, not constituent "rural" and "urban" parts and, accordingly, major infrastructure
should be funded as a community.
This already occurs. For instance, urban ratepayers have over many Years been funding

what is reported Iy the second-largest local-body road network in New Zealand, thereby
enabling their fellow ratepayers residing outside of the main centres to thrive in their
personal lives and to successfully conduct their businesses. It does not appear to be widely
known that the central government funding component for local-body roads derived from
Road User Charges, vehicle registrations and fuel excise (Transfund) only contributes 60% to

I.

I,

roading projects approved by NZTA, and that the remaining 40% comes from our local body
rates, which comprises a significant 33% of our overall rate take.

The "userpays" principle is often espoused as a rationale for those not wanting to
contribute to amenities that, it is claimed, they do not use. However, this economic

argument is a throw-back to the now discredited neoliberal economic doctrine known in
New Zealand as "Rogernomics", along with "trickle-down' and "invisible hand of the
market" theories. User pays only works in limited instances where the user and the service
or product are clearly identifiable for levying and compliance purposes, and where the
requisite economies of scale exist. In our district, dog licencing and water metering
(discussed below) are clear examples.

The facilities which keep Central Hawkes Bay's main urban centres thriving for the benefit
and enjoyment of the wider community are numerous:
. Primary, secondary and tertiary educational institutions;
. Sports facilities and events;
. Thriving arts community and events;
. Clubs and interest groups;
. Businesses, trades and information;

. Desirable retirement housing options;
. Environmental, recreational and self-development groups; and
. Public amenities, footpaths, toilets, parks and reserves.

There are many good reasons for adopting the district-wide funding model; the challenge is
for Council to convey these to the wider community.
Wh is additional fundin now re uired to undertake this work?

There is, however, a caveat to agreeing to the funding requested by Council. There is
clarification required about why it is now necessary to undertake all the proposed workstreams, when ratepayers have already been levied for this work?

Ratepayers are being asked to fund improvements, upgrades, renewal and resilience
measures across the three major water facilities (drinking, waste and storm water). Clearly
additional funding is required for resilience measures which are supplementary to existing
infrastructure. However, it is riot apparent why funding is required for improvements,

upgrading and renewal work when there are already targeted rate components for this
work. Currently my own rates account comprises 32% for drinking and stormwater facilities
Ii. e. Water Supply Operations = 24%, Stormwater Operations = 8%), plus whatever
percentage of the Sewage Operations Rate (33% tot. ) is allocated for wastewater facilities.
This raises the question "why is additional funding now required to undertake this work?"
Two possibilities are that the infrastructure requirements have outpaced the rates take (i. e.
infrastructure work has been deferred in favour of keeping rate rises low), or that the

targeted rates have not been fully allocated for their designated purpose, Further
explanation as to why we require additional rates to undertake these proposed work2

